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Introduction 
 
These study materials are designed to introduce you to God’s global purposes, and to help equip you to reach out to others who 
have not yet had the opportunity to know of God’s love for them. These materials are specifically related to God’s heart for all 
peoples – people of all nationalities, tribes, and languages, and provide training for people who wish to help convey God’s love to 
them. 
 
In these materials, the topics covered include: 
 Motivation for Mission 
 Biblical Basis for Mission 
 Understanding Culture 
 Cross-cultural Communication 
 Planting Healthy Churches 
 Preparing for Cross-cultural Ministry 
 
These lessons are designed for group use. Students will greatly benefit from discussion and interacting with each other’s ideas. 
Each Chapter is Biblically based. Your Bible should be used as your guide through these materials. Please take the time to do the 
exercises and discuss the integrated questions, as these will play a key part in your learning experience. 
 
This booklet is Part 1 of a series of studies. It introduces the students to broad themes and serves as a general introduction to 
cross cultural ministry. Part 2 is a series of studies on specific ethnic groups within China. Each of the ethnic group studies will 
describe that ethnic group in depth, and give guidance on how to approach ministry in that context.  If you would like a copy of Part 
2 of this series, please ask the person who gave this study to you.  
 
May God bless you as your embark on this journey! 
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Chapter 1: Becoming a World Christian 
 
In this chapter, you will study what the Bible has to say about God’s global purpose, and how we are to respond to that purpose. A 
“world Christian” is a regular disciple of Jesus, for whom Christ’s global cause has become the integrating, overriding priority. World 
Christians are Christians whose life-directions have been solidly transformed by a world vision.  
 
It is Christ alone who opens us up to catch his vision for the world. He alone anchors us to that vision and then empowers us to 
effectively obey it. Before you being this study, pray that as you read the Bible, and discuss its implications for your life, that God 
would open your eyes to see His heart for the world. 
 
This chapter is divided into two sections: Motivation for Mission, and the Biblical Basis for Mission. 
 
Motivation for Mission 
 
There are many, many reasons to be involved in mission. In this section we will give a very brief introduction to four of these: God’s 
Glory, the Relational Nature of God, the Transformational Gospel, and Biblical Mandate.  First, study the following Scripture 
passages. 
 
 
Bible Study 
 
Read the following passages of Scripture, and answer the questions below. 
 
Psalm 96 

Why does the Psalmist say that the nations of the world ought to recognize and worship God? Look especially at verses 
7-8. 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Isaiah 12:4-6 
Why should we make his praise known around the world? 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Matthew 19:23-29 

In this story of the rich young man, Jesus says some very difficult things. He talks about the kind of sacrifice that will be 
involved in following Him. Read this passage, and try to understand why the disciples would be willing to sacrifice so 
much. (See especially verse 29). 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Matthew 6:9-13 
In this passage, Jesus teaches his disciples how to pray. What is the first thing that he teaches them? In verse 10, he 
prays that his Kingdom would come.  What does it mean for “his kingdom to come”?   
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Acts 21:1-13 
This passage tells of Paul’s journey to Jerusalem.  What does verse 13 reveal about Paul’s motivation for sharing the 
Kingdom of God? (Look also at Acts 9:16). 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Romans 1:5 

What does this verse say about what should motivate us to share the good news with all people everywhere? 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Matthew 28: 18-20 
How do you understand these instructions today? What do they mean for us at this point in history? 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Psalm 67 
 Read Psalm 67. Pray this Psalm as a prayer to God.  
 
Discussion: 

1. From the above passages, what do you think our main goal in cross-cultural ministry should be? Why? 

2. What do you think our main motivation should be? Why? 

3. Can you think of any other Scripture passages that suggest other motivations for cross-cultural ministry? 

4. Why do you want to be involved in cross-cultural ministry? 

 
An Important Note: In this training manual, the word “worship” is intended to convey far more than just that of praise brought 
through music and song. Worship entails a lifestyle. When everything in our life is God centered, God is glorified and receives the 
worship that He’s worthy of. This is the kind of glory-giving that is referred to as worship in this manual.  
 
 
1. God’s Glory 
 
The ultimate goal of the church is worship. Worship is ultimate, not missions, because God is ultimate, not man. As the above 
Scripture passages show, the purpose for sharing the good news with people from all around the world, is that they would come to 
worship God and give Him the glory He deserves.  
 
Worship, therefore, is the fuel and the goal in missions. It’s the goal of missions because in missions we simply aim to bring the 
nations into the enjoyment of God’s glory. The goal of missions is the gladness of the peoples in the greatness of God. “The Lord 
reigns; let the earth rejoice; let the many coastlands be glad!” (Psalm 97:1). “Let the peoples praise thee, O God; let all the peoples 
praise thee! Let the nations be glad and sing for joy!” (Psalm 67:3-4). 
 
But worship is also the fuel of missions. Passion for God in worship motivates us to reach out to those who still do not know and 
worship Him. You can’t commend what you don’t cherish. Missionaries will never call out, “Let the nations be glad!”, who cannot 
say from the heart, “I rejoice in the Lord…. I will be glad and exult in thee, I will sing praise to thy name, O Most High” (Psalm 
104:34; 9:2). Missions begins and ends in worship. 
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When the flame of worship burns with the heat of God’s true worth, the light of missions will shine to the most remote peoples on 
earth. 
 
Where passion for God is weak, zeal for missions will be weak.  Churches that are not centered on the exaltation of the majesty 
and beauty of God will scarcely kindle a fervent desire to “declare his glory among the nations” (Psalm 96:3).  
Thousands of missionaries have been moved by the vision of a great and triumphant God. That vision must come first. Savouring it 
in worship precedes spreading it in missions. All of history is moving toward one great goal, the worship of God and his Son among 
all the peoples of the earth. Missions is not that goal. It is the means. We look forward to the day when people from all languages 
and tribes will join together in worship: 

“After this I saw a vast crowd, too great to count, from every nation and tribe and people and language, standing 
in front of the throne and before the Lamb. They were clothed in white and held palm branches in their hands. 
And they were shouting with a mighty shout, “Salvation comes from our God on the throne and from the Lamb!”  
Revelation 7:9-10 

 
Our goal then, in sharing the good news with people of all languages, tribes, nations, and peoples, is to summon them to worship 
God.  
 

• “Praise the Lord, all nations! Extol him, all peoples!” (Psalm 117:1).  
• “The Lord reigns; let the earth rejoice; let the many coastlands be glad!” (Psalm 97:1).  
• “Let the peoples praise thee, O God; let all the peoples praise thee! Let the nations be glad and sing for joy!” (Psalm 

67:3-4).  
• “Let the oppressed see it and be glad; you who seek God, let your hearts revive” (Psalm 69:32).  
• “Let all who seek thee rejoice and be glad in thee! May those who love thy salvation say evermore, God is great!” (Psalm 

70:4).  
 
What message would missionaries rather take than the message: Be glad in God! Rejoice in God! Sing for joy in God! For God is 
most glorified in you when you are most satisfied in him! God loves to exalt himself by showing mercy to sinners. 
 
We are summoning people to God. And those who come say, “In your presence is fullness of joy and at your right hand are 
pleasures for evermore” (Psalm 37:4). His first and great requirement of all people everywhere is that they repent from seeking their 
joy in other things and begin to seek it only in him. The great sin of the world is not that the human race has failed to work for God 
so as to increase his glory, but that we have failed to delight in God so as to reflect his glory. For God’s glory is most reflected in us 
when we are most delighted in him. 

The supremacy of God is the driving force of his mercy and the missionary movement of his church. 
When Jesus turned the rich young ruler away because he was not willing to leave his wealth to follow Jesus, the Lord said, “It will 
be hard for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven” (Matthew 19:23). The apostles were amazed and said, “Who then can be 
saved?” (v.25). Jesus answered. “With men this is impossible, but with God all things are possible” (v.26).  Then Peter, speaking as 
a kind of missionary who had left his home and business to follow Jesus, said, “Lo, we have left everything and followed you. What 
shall we have?” (v.27). Jesus answered with a mild rebuke of Peter’s sense of sacrifice: “Everyone who has left houses or brothers 
or sisters or father or mother or children or lands, for my name’s sake, will receive a hundredfold and inherit eternal life: (v.29) 
 
The one point of focus for us here is the phrase, “for my name’s sake”. The motive that Jesus virtually takes for granted when a 
missionary leaves home and family and possessions is that it is for the sake of the name of Jesus. That means for the sake of 
Jesus’ reputation. God’s goal is that his Son’s name be exalted and honoured among all the peoples of the world. For when the 
Son in honoured, the Father is honoured (Mark 9:37). When every knee bows at the name of Jesus, it will be “to the glory of God 
the Father” (Philippians 2:10-11). Therefore God-centered missions exists for the sake of the name of Jesus. 
 
The first two petitions of the Lord’s Prayer are perhaps the clearest statement of all in the teachings of Jesus that missions is driven 
by the passion of God to be glorified among the nations. “Hallowed be thy name. Thy Kingdom come” (Matthew 6:9-10). Here 
Jesus teaches us to ask God to hallow his name and to make his kingdom come. This is a missionary prayer. Its aim is to engage 
the passion of God (Psalm 9:17; 74:18). To hallow God’s name means to put it in a class by itself and to cherish and honour it 
above every claim to our allegiance or affection. Jesus’ primary concern – the very first petition of the prayer he teaches – is that 
more and more people, and more and more peoples, come to hallow God’s name. This is the reason the universe exists. Missions 
exists because this hallowing doesn’t. 
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Paul’s Example 
 
When Paul was converted on the Damascus road, Jesus Christ became the supreme treasure and joy of his life. “I count 
everything as loss because of the surpassing worth of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord” (Philippians 3:8). It was a costly allegiance. 
What Paul learned there in Damascus was not only the joy of sins forgiven and fellowship with the King of the universe, but also 
how much he would have to suffer. Jesus sent Ananias to him with this message: “I will show him how much he must suffer for the 
sake of my name” (Acts 9:16). Paul’s missionary sufferings were “for the sake of the name”. When he came near the end of his life 
and was warned not to go to Jerusalem, he answered, “What are you doing, weeping and breaking my heart? For I am ready not 
only to be imprisoned but even to die in Jerusalem for the name of the Lord Jesus” (Acts 21:13). For Paul, the glory of the name of 
Jesus and his reputation in the world was more important than life.  
 
Paul makes crystal clear in Romans 1:5 that his mission and calling are for the name of Christ among all the nations: “We have 
received grace and apostleship to bring about the obedience of faith for the sake of his name among all the nations.” 
 
The apostle John described the motive of early Christian missionaries in the same way. He wrote to tell one of his churches that 
they should send out Christian brothers in a manner “worthy of God”. And the reason he gives is that “they have gone out for the 
sake of the name, taking nothing from the Gentiles” (3 John 6-7). 
 
They knew that God had super-exalted Jesus, enthroning him at his right hand and bestowing upon him the highest rank, in order 
that every tongue should confess his lordship. They longed that Jesus should receive the honour due to his name. This longing is 
not a dream but a certainty. For the sake of his fame among the nations he will act. His name will not be profaned forever. The 
mission of the church will be victorious. He will vindicate his people and cause in all the earth. 
 
The Call of God 
 
God is pursuing with omnipotent passion a worldwide purpose of gathering joyful worshipers for himself from every tribe and 
tongue and people and nation. He has an inexhaustible enthusiasm for the supremacy of his name among the nations. Therefore 
let us bring our affections into line with his, and, for the sake of his name, let us renounce the quest for worldly comforts, and join 
his global purpose. If we do this, God’s omnipotent commitment to his name will be over us like a banner, and we will not lose, in 
spite of many tribulations (Acts 9:16; Romans 8:35-39). Missions is not the ultimate goal of the church. Worship is. Missions exists 
because worship doesn’t. The Great Commission is first to delight yourself in the Lord (Psalm 37:4) and then to declare, “Let the 
nations be glad and sing for joy!” (Psalm 67:4). In this way God will be glorified from beginning to end and worship will empower the 
missionary enterprise till the coming of the Lord.  

Great and wonderful are your deeds, 
O Lord God the Almighty! 
Just and true are your ways,  
O King of the ages! 
Who shall not fear and glorify your name, O Lord? 
For you alone are holy.  
All nations shall come and worship you, 
for your judgements have been revealed. 

Revelation 15:3-4 
 
 
2. God’s Relational Nature 
 
God's desire to gather a large global community of worshippers is also based on the fact that he is a relational God and longs to be 
in right relationship with us, his creation.  He is complete in himself and lacks nothing, yet he desires to relate and interact with his 
creation.   
 
Consider the following Scripture passages. As you read each, note what the verses say about the nature of God, about the nature 
of the effects of the Gospel on our relationship with Him and with others: 
 
Hosea 2:16, 19-20 
“’In that coming day’, says the Lord, ‘you will call me ‘my husband’ instead of ‘my master’…I will make you my wife forever, showing 
you righteousness and justice, unfailing love and compassion. I will be faithful to you and make you mine, and you will finally know 
me as Lord’.” 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Hosea 11:1-4 
“When Israel was a child, I loved him as a son, and I called my son out of Egypt. But the more I called to him, the more he rebelled, 
offering sacrifices to the images of Baal and burning incense to idols. It was I who taught Israel how to walk, leading him along by 
the hand. But he doesn’t know or even care that it was I who took care of him. I led Israel along with my ropes of kindness and love, 
I lifted the yoke from his neck, and I myself stooped to feed him.” 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

John 3:16 
“For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, so that everyone who believes in him will not perish, but have eternal life.” 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

John 15:12-13 
“I command you to love each other in the same way that I love you. And here is how to measure it – the greatest love is shown 
when people lay down their lives for their friends.” 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

John 13:34 
“So now I am giving you a new commandment: Love each other. Just as I have loved you, you should love each other. Your love 
for one another will prove to the world that you are my disciples.” 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
God is good and loving. He desires that through the knowledge him all of our broken relationships will be restored:  

 our relationship with him 
 our relationships with other people (friends, spouse, children, even our enemies),  
 our relationship to the society we live in  
 our relationship to the environment  

 
Read the following passage from 2 Corinthians 5 v18-21: 

“All this newness of life is from God, who brought us back to himself through what Christ did. And God has given us the 
task of reconciling people to him. For God was in Christ, reconciling the world to himself, no longer counting people’s sins 
against them. This is the wonderful message he has given us to tell others. We are Christ’s ambassadors, and God is 
using us to speak to you. We urge you, as though Christ himself were here pleading with you, “Be reconciled to God!” For 
God made Christ, who never sinned, to be the offering for our sin, so that we could be made right with God through 
Christ.” 

 
God has given us the ministry of reconciliation that through his motivating love we would be bearers of this message.   
 
God gives us the great joy of participating in being agents of change, of being ambassadors of his Kingdom on earth, of helping 
others come into right relationship with God, themselves, others, society, and the environment.  
 
Earlier in that same passage in Corinthians, Paul talks more specifically about why he is motivated to fulfil this ministry of 
reconciliation: 

“It is because we know this solemn fear of the Lord that we work so hard to persuade others. God knows we are sincere, 
and I hope you know this too. Are we trying to pat ourselves on the back again? No, we are giving you a reason to be 
proud of us, so you can answer those who brag about having a spectacular ministry rather than having a sincere heart 
before God. If it seems that we are crazy, it is to bring glory to God. And if we are in our right minds, it is for your benefit. 
Whatever we do, it is because Christ’s love compels us.” (2 Corinthians 5:11-14) 
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Discussion: 
1. List other Scripture passages that give examples of this kind of  ministry of reconciliation 

2. An ambassador must have intimate knowledge of the person he/she is representing. Do you have that kind of intimate 
knowledge of God? How will you continue to nurture your relationship with God? 

3. How does 2 Peter 3:9 reflect God’s relational nature? How does this apply to the ethnic group you are wanting to reach? 

 
 
3. The Transformational Gospel 
 
Worshippers of God are those who are in the process of being transformed into his likeness (see Romans 12).  As we dwell in his 
presence and as we serve him we come to know him more deeply and become more like him.  This also is God's desire - that we 
are saved and transformed into the image of his son.  The passion of mission comes out of the believer's desire to make known the 
one who we know and love.  As we become like him and walk in his ways we are blessed people who are attractive to those who 
are bound in sin and bondage - God's ways are good and we are to show the world how to live rightly in all our relationships.  In 
Chapter 6 we will explore the effects of this transformation in more detail. 
 
4. The Biblical Mandate 
 
In the next section we will look at the broader themes of the Bible which indicate God’s purposes for the world. In addition to that 
broader narrative, there are specific passages which give us a clear mandate to go and spread the Gospel to those who have not 
yet had the opportunity to hear. The most well known mandate is found in Matthew 28: 

“Jesus came and told his disciples, ‘I have been given complete authority in heaven and on earth. Therefore, go and 
make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit. Teach these new 
disciples to obey all the commands I have given you. And be sure of this: I am with you always, even to the end of the 
age’” (Matthew 28:18-20)  

 
 
 
Biblical Basis for Mission 
 
Bible Study 

1. When you think of what the Bible says about God’s love for the whole world, and His desire to reconcile people to 
himself, what Scripture passages come to mind? List verses below from both the Old and New Testaments, and note 
what you think these verses say about God’s love and plan for the world. 

 
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
2. Look at Genesis 12:1-3. What do you think it means that the whole world will be blessed through Abram? 
 

________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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3. Read Exodus 19:4-6. What does this passage tell us about God’s world vision? How was Israel to respond?  
 

________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
4. Read Psalm 67. Why does the Psalmist pray for blessing? (see verse 2). How does this relate to Genesis 12:1-3? 
 

________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  
5. Read Matthew 28:18-20.  Who is Jesus talking to? What did he mean by “all nations”? 

 
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Discussion: 

1. How was God’s promise to Abraham fulfilled? (Think of the immediate historical context, as well as the current context, 
and the future context).  

2. How have the verses in this study changed your view of God’s plan for the world?  

3. Do you think the Great Commission is still applicable today? If so, how should we respond? 

4. Explain how the fulfilment of the Great Commission will result in worship “from every people”. (See Revelation 7:9-10) 

5. What ethnic groups have you had contact with that have never heard the good news? What people groups could you 
have contact with that have never heard the good news? 

 
All Peoples 
 
It is God's desire that all people worship Him. Jesus gave us the Great Commission (as He was returning to be with the Father) in 
Matthew 28:18-20: 

Then Jesus came to them and said, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to Me. Therefore 
go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy 
Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the 
very end of the age.” 

It is important to note that the Great Commission was given not just to the apostles but also to the church “to the very end of the 
age”. When Jesus spoke of “Making disciples of all nations”, He was not referring to countries. “All nations” most correctly means 
all people who have a sense of common ethnic identity. “Go and make disciples of all ethnic groups!”  
 
The foundation for the missionary vision (gospel reaching the whole world) started in the Old Testament. Look at the promise that 
God made to Abram in Genesis 12:1-3.  

“The LORD had said to Abram, “Leave your country, your people and your father's household and go to the 
land I will show you. I will make you into a great nation and I will bless you; I will make your name great, and 
you will be a blessing. I will bless those who bless you, and whoever curses you I will curse; and all peoples 
on earth will be blessed through you.” So Abram left as the LORD had told him; and Lot went with him. 
Abram was seventy- five years old when he set out from Haran.” 

From this and from the use of “nations” in the New Testament we can conclude that God's purpose is for the blessing of Abraham 
to reach all the ethnic groups of the world. (i.e., the salvation achieved through Jesus Christ, the seed of Abraham.) This would 
happen as people in each group put their faith in Christ and thus become “sons of Abraham” (Galatians 3:7) and “heirs of the 
promise” (Galatians 3:29). Salvation in Christ will happen among individuals of “all the nations”. 
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Although the word ‘nations’ is not precisely defined the word points to fairly small groupings, since the reference to “all the nations” 
in Genesis 18:18 (and Galatians 3:8) is an echo of “all the families” in Genesis 12:3. The smallness of the ethnic groups can be 
seen again in the phrase “families of the nations” in Psalm 22:27-28:   

“All the ends of the earth will remember and turn to the LORD, and all the families of the nations will bow 
down before Him, for dominion belongs to the LORD and He rules over the nations.” 

 
Many other verses from the Old Testament (Psalm 2:8; 9:11; 47:1; 66:8; 72:17; 87:6; 96:3; 96:7-10; 108:3; 111:6; Isaiah 12:4; 55:5; 
66:18) demonstrate that the blessing of forgiveness and salvation that God has granted to Israel was meant eventually to reach all 
the ethnic groups of the world. Israel was blessed in order to be a blessing among the nations. This is expressed best in Psalm 
67:1-2: 

 “May God be gracious to us and bless us and make His face shine upon us, that Your ways may be 
known on earth, Your salvation among all nations.”  

 
Jesus, Paul and John all understood the promise to Abraham in the Old Testament. This and Christ’s commission in Matthew 28 
were the foundation of Paul’s missionary work. He was devoted to reaching more and more ethnic groups, not simply more and 
more individuals.  
 
The apostle John envisioned the task of missions as the gathering of “the children of God” (John 11:51-52) or the “other sheep” 
(John 10:16) out of “every tribe, tongue, people, and nation,” What John shows us in the book of Revelation is a picture of the 
future given to him by God. Revelation 7:9-10 says:  

“After this I looked and there before me was a great multitude that no one could count, from every nation, 
tribe, people and language, standing before the throne and in front of the Lamb. They were wearing white 
robes and were holding palm branches in their hands. And they cried out in a loud voice: “Salvation 
belongs to our God, Who sits on the throne, and to the Lamb.” 

God has promised that a great multitude from every ethnic group, tribe, people and language will one day be before the throne 
worshipping the Most High God. People from every ethnic group, tribe, and language from China will be before the throne! The 
gospel needs to reach all people who have not yet heard the good news. ‘All people groups’ includes the minorities of China 
because they are valuable to God.  God's name depends on the keeping of the promise He made to Abraham thousands of years 
ago. All people groups would be blessed and will one day be worshipping God Almighty.  
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Chapter 2: Encountering Cultures 
 
Understanding the Nature of Culture 
 
As we think about reaching out to groups of people whose way of life is different from our own, we need to start by understanding 
the concept of culture in greater depth.  
 
“Culture” involves the following: 

• integrated system of beliefs, feelings and values  
• the symbols associated with these beliefs, feelings, and values 
• the patterns of behaviour and products shared by a group of people 

 
Let’s begin with an example taken from Tibetan culture. Tibetans hold to the belief that many spirits are at work to influence their 
lives. Because they hold that belief, they often wear an object which is believed to protect themselves from evil spirits (a symbol of 
that belief). If someone becomes sick, Tibetans believe that there must be a spiritual cause and that it is the result of the activity of 
evil spirits, and will often call on spiritual leaders of the community before health care professionals. This is an example of patterns 
of behaviour which exemplify their shared belief. We can refer to this reality as a part of Tibetan culture, and Tibetans share this 
cultural identity. 
 
Symbols refer to the association of a specific meaning, emotion, or value with a certain behaviour or cultural product. Here are 
some examples:  
 

• Many Tibetan households have a picture of the Potala Palace on display as a symbol of their identification with Tibetan 
Buddhism and ethnicity. 

• In America, the Statue of Liberty is a symbol of the American cultural value of freedom.  
• In Canada, the Maple Leaf is a symbol of national identity and patriotism. 
• Among the Hui Minority, their white hats symbolize both the ethnic group they belong to and their religion.  
 

Culture is not defined by geographical proximity. Many different “cultures” exist within the one country of China.  Within one city, 
there may be several distinct cultures of people living side by side.  Often those cultures are very obviously different – perhaps the 
people of one culture dress in a very distinct style, or may even speak another language when they are with close family and other 
members of their culture. Most often a group of people who share a culture live in close proximity to one another.  
 
As we understand the basic characteristics of culture, we will be more effective in cross-cultural communication. We will start this 
study by looking at Biblical examples of cross-cultural interaction. 
 
Bible Study: 

Read Acts 17:16-32. In this passage, Paul preaches to the Athenians. As you read this passage, note how Paul 
communicates to these people of a culture different from his own. Write down your observations. 
 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Paul’s Example  
 
Not long after Pentecost, the Jewish Christians of the early Church came into contact with the non-Jewish ethnic groups (the 
Gentiles). One such meeting is recorded in Acts 10:1-11 and 27-29, where Peter meets the Roman soldier Cornelius. In this very 
early encounter, Peter learns that he cannot call another man impure of unclean (10:28) and shows humility towards a person 
whom many Jews of his day would have shunned. In Acts 17:22-32, we see the Apostle Paul in a more difficult situation, preaching 
to a group of intellectual Greeks who had no background in the Jewish Scriptures and who knew nothing about the promised 
Messiah – a setting similar to what many of us will encounter in China.  
 
In his speech to the Athenians, Paul makes skilful use of his knowledge of Greek culture, language, and religion to share his 
message in ways that his listeners can understand and appreciate. He did his cultural homework before bringing his message to 
the Greeks. Paul grew up in the Greek merchant colony of Tarsus, where he lived in close contact with Greek language and 
customs. He probably studied Greek literature at some point, for in the middle of his speech to the Athenians (verse 28), he quotes 
the poet Aratus, whose principal work Phaenomena was widely known in Greece and would have been recognized immediately by 
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his listeners. Paul’s study was not confined to the classics. In 1 Corinthians 15:33 he quotes the Athenian author Menander, who 
was known for his romantic comedies. 
 
Paul did more than just throw in a few lines from the Athenian’s favourite poets, however. He actually changed the way he 
presented his message so that it would be more understandable to the Greeks. Instead of presenting a series of Scripture 
proof texts, as he had with the Jews at Thessalonica (Acts 17:2), Paul used the form of linear, logical argument that was more 
familiar to Greek listeners. In other words, he used Greek thought forms to present the Gospel to the Greeks. 
 
He also presented his message in a way that suited the Greek worldview. Athens was renowned for the sheer number of its 
temples, and the Greek view of reality was dominated by its many gods. As repulsive as this must have been to Paul, he did not 
rebuke the Athenians for their beliefs, but explained the Gospel using the temple of the unknown god as a starting place.  
 
Paul kept the Gospel the same, but changed the packaging to fit a Greek worldview. Several people came to Christ as a result 
(Acts 17:34). 
 
There is a lesson here for every Christian who shares his or her faith with people of another culture. Rather than merely translating 
our favourite Gospel presentation into someone else’s language, we need to go the extra mile, as Paul did. We need to know how 
to live, think, and present Christ in ways that make sense to others. This means taking their culture, their language, and their 
worldview seriously, and using what we learn to make the Gospel message clearer to our listeners.  
 
The key question in cross-cultural ministry is: How can we share Christ with others in ways that they can understand and 
appreciate? 
 
Discussion: 

1. Have you encountered people from other cultures? What differences have you noticed?  
 
2. What can we do to help communicate effectively to those of other cultures? 

 
Understanding Ourselves 
 
Most people have a very mono-cultural perspective. We are all part of an ethnic group, whether that is Han Chinese, Tibetan, Hui 
Muslim, etc., and we all have opinions about our own ethnic group and culture. Often we view our cultural way as the only “right” 
way. Colouring everything we do, every decision we make, every judgement and observation is the custom, habit, and world view 
of our particular cultural background. 
 
When we travel to areas where other ethnic groups live we will begin to discover things about their culture that are different from 
our own.  They use a different language, wear different clothes, eat different food, and have different ideas about what is important 
in life.  When we encounter things in another culture that are different from our own culture, we tend to make a judgement about 
which culture is better and which is worse.  When we judge, we tend to judge according to the values in our own culture.  A simple 
example would be a westerner using chopsticks for the first time.  Being used to a fork and a knife, the westerner might make the 
judgement that chopsticks are inferior to the western way of eating.  After overcoming the initial awkwardness the westerner might 
change his mind, and decide that in some cases chopsticks are actually superior to the fork and knife.   
 
When educated urban Han Chinese travel to rural ethnic areas of China, they will encounter differences in culture and be tempted 
to make judgements about the ethnic group they are observing.  For example, in one Tibetan village there is a man in his sixties 
who is uneducated, and has been a yak herder all his life.  He doesn’t know any Chinese, and has never travelled far from his 
village, yet he is very wise.  When other villagers have disputes he is called on to settle them, and the other villagers respect his 
opinion.  He is active in acquiring knowledge of the world, and will ask perceptive questions of outsiders.  He has memorized large 
portions of Tibetan literature; just quoting King Gesar stories he knows can take him up to three days.  He lives in China, yet has a 
culture very different from Han Chinese.  Educated urban Han often value education, wealth, a certain level of cleanliness.  
Because of his lack of education in the Chinese education system this village leader would likely be considered to be “uncultured”.  
Because most of his wealth is held in his yaks and sheep, he would be considered very poor, and because most of his life is spent 
in very simple living conditions, he would be considered to be part of a "backward" area of China.    
 
Discussion: 

1. How would judgments such as these affect communication between people from different ethnic groups? 

2. How does Christ evaluate people?   

3. Does God have a preference for one particular culture? 

4. What kinds of things does God value? 
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We have been taught and enculturated since infancy – immersed in the culture of “our people”. A strong identification with one 
system tends to automatically condemn different systems which may in fact be more efficient or equally viable. Because of this, we 
may have a low tolerance for others who are different.  Cultural pride may be manifested as arrogance, isolationism and impatience 
in cross-cultural communications. 
 
The individual does what is ‘natural’ or what makes ‘common sense’. He may not realize that his ‘natural’ tendencies to action and 
decision are inevitably limited by his own cultural experience and by unconscious assumptions based on the way of life of his own 
people. To examine the cultural premises of one’s own action and thought is a difficult process… however, in dealing with people of 
another culture, it is extremely important. 
 
Often failure to communicate the gospel effectively is due to the cultural blindness of the planters who were not aware that they 
needed information both about themselves and the people they wanted to help. Reliance is mistakenly placed upon the ‘natural’ 
and ‘common sense’ assumptions relevant to the missionaries own home culture, but inadequate in contacts with people of another 
culture. 
 
One of the points of surrender the missionary is called to make is the sacrifice of one’s own way of thinking and doing things. 
Christianity cannot be committed to one expression of civilization or culture.  Jesus Christ is the captive of no culture and the 
Master of all cultures. One of the greatest barriers to missionary service is pride which often takes on very subtle and 
unrecognizable forms, and it is often pride in our own culture or understanding. 
 
Ethnocentrism is the practice of interpreting and evaluating behaviour and objects by reference to the standards of one’s own 
culture rather than of the culture to which they belong. The ethnocentric missionary will naturally want to do things the way they are 
done in their own familiar cultural setting. 
 
Part of the answer is to gain an understanding of another culture in terms of its own values and assumptions, and then we should 
begin to see its members as valid human beings. Because we are bound by deep-seated attitudes and beliefs and cultural 
differences are often great, change seems to come very slowly. 
 
We need to ask about those we are reaching out to: What is on their minds as they think about the really important matters in their 
lives? What kinds of information do they seek in the normal course of a day? What appeals to them, what are their needs, how do 
they perceive the problems of our world? The same problems, fears, desires, distractions, and amusements that have occupied 
men and women throughout history are of concern to the people in our generation. These concerns will be present in each person 
to a greater or lesser degree. 
 
It is our responsibility to take the time to get to know our neighbours well enough to begin to understand their concerns and to show 
how God’s Good News can bring richness and purpose to their lives. Thus, the burden is on us as Good News bearers to become 
informed about the critical issues of our day and how these issues impact upon our neighbours. 
 
Another solution to ethnocentrism is empathy. But our feelings of superiority and our negative attitudes toward strange customs run 
deep and are not easily rooted out. One way to overcome ethnocentrism is to be learners in the culture to which we go, for our self-
centeredness is often rooted in our ignorance of others.  
 
Discussion: 

1. What is ethnocentrism? How might this affect the way we view and understand other cultures? 

2. What is a solution to ethnocentrism? 

3. What aspects of other cultures do you have low tolerance for? Do you recognize any areas where you look down on 
other cultures because they are different from your own?  

4. Give examples of beliefs or understandings in your own culture that might impact the way that you understand people 
from different cultures. 
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Understanding a Different Culture  
 
Each culture seems to have its own world view, or way of looking at things. ‘World view’ refers to the way people see the world, or 
their way of looking at things (literally, view of the world). It includes peoples’ basic assumptions about reality whether or not they 
realize what those assumptions are. People believe that the world really is the way they perceive it. Rarely are they aware that all 
of us look at the world through our own cultural glasses, or worldview. For example, when Paul is shipwrecked on the Island of 
Malta in Acts Chapter 28, a poisonous snake bit his hand.  The local people thought that Paul must be an evil person, and that the 
“gods” were punishing him by sending the snake.  When Paul didn’t get sick from the snake bite, the local people changed their 
mind and assumed that he himself was a “god”.  The local people assumed that the world was inhabited by spiritual beings that 
affected human lives.  What they believed about the spiritual world was part of their world view.   
 
Most modern westerners would have seen the snake bite as an unfortunate coincidence.  Most westerners assume that there are 
no spiritual forces influencing the events of our lives.  They view the world as exclusively material, not spiritual.   
 
Cross-cultural communication at the deepest level is possible only when we understand the worldview of the people to whom we 
are reaching out. How do they see the world? Because everyone views the world from the perspective of their own culture, 
missionaries must understand not only the explicit symbols, but also the implicit beliefs in a culture if they are to communicate the 
Gospel to its people in a clear way. 

There are certain behaviour patterns or ways of thinking that are valued highly by most of the members of these cultures. These 
behaviour patterns or ways of thinking are what we have termed "belief systems", concepts or ways of life that people follow for the 
sake of proving or maintaining their self-worth. These foundational beliefs are often held internally and are rarely articulated 
consciously although they impact most decisions and actions of life. 

Learning the culture of another people group is a process that is never complete. But the more you know, the more effectively you 
will be able to communicate. Learning the local culture also helps you to separate the Gospel from your own cultural background. 
There are many ways to learn about culture. One of the best is to find helpers who can teach you the cultural basics that they 
would teach to their own children. Perhaps the ideal is to be “adopted” by a family with whom you have a close enough relationship 
to allow them to correct you when you make cultural mistakes. If you can’t find such a family, it will be helpful to seek out at least 
one individual who will help teach you basic cultural values.  
 
As you seek to understand another culture, you will want to ask a lot of questions, but sometimes it may be best to simply observe 
until you have developed a trusted relationship with a person. This list is not complete, but is designed to give you an example of 
the types of things you will want to learn about the culture. (Note that it is good preparation to ask questions like these about our 
own culture as well, to help us recognize how much culture influences our thought and behaviour): 
 

• How are decisions made in the culture? 
• How are the leaders selected in the culture? 
• What forms does taboo take within the society? 
• What constitutes “sin”?  
• What are acceptable ways to say “no” in the culture? 
• What degree of actual / perceived conflict is there with other cultures? 
• How rapidly is social change occurring? What has influenced the change? 
• Cultural pride (how do they see themselves in relation to other cultures?) 

 
The capacity to understand and accept the cultural ways of other groups of people, while at the same time recognizing the validity 
of one’s own cultural heritage, may be called a bicultural perspective.  
 
Some people simply refuse to work with differences they encounter among other peoples. Others even ignore or look down upon 
those who speak a different dialect or language. A mono-cultural approach is selfish and does not create a good climate for 
communication. A bicultural approach facilitates communication.  
 
The bicultural missionary is able to be at home in two or more cultures without undue stress or anxiety. He/she will expect a 
measure of culture shock and understand his/her reactions to it while cultural adjustment is taking place. Culture shock is the 
emotional disturbance that comes as a result of adjusting to a new cultural environment. When everything familiar is gone (such as 
familiar ways of greeting one another, familiar foods, familiar patterns of relating to people etc.), there is a measure of anxiety. (In 
Chapter 4 we will address ways to cope with culture shock).   
 
He/she will seek to communicate the Good News of Jesus Christ in a culturally acceptable and relevant way, and the Holy 
Spirit will guide him/her in just how that approach should be developed. 
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We need to learn to deal with cultural variety and discover that for the most part cultures are neither good nor bad, they’re just 
different. The people you’re living among probably believe that their way is the best way of doing things and, in many things, they 
may be right.  
 
Making the message of the gospel clear to people of a different culture is one of the biggest challenges missionaries face. How do 
we take a message that was given to us two-thousand years ago and translate it for a modern culture without our own biases 
getting in the way?  
 
As we minister to those of other cultures, we need to: 
 

1. Seek to understand the culture of the people and its significance in their lives. We will discover not only what people do, 
but why they do it – reasons behind their behaviour. In some instances the reason may not justify the action from a 
Biblical perspective but at least it helps us to understand how people think.  

 
2. Conserve the values of the culture. Indigenous ways of life should be disturbed as little as possible. Of course, customs 

must be changed when they run counter to the nature and concepts of the Gospel or when they result in injustice or 
unnecessary hardship. But whatever aspects of the culture that are not opposed to God’s will, should be used as 
instruments for building His church. 

 
3. Transform the social and cultural environment by making it conformable to the will of God and a suitable place in which 

the Christian life may be lived. Jesus came to save individuals by spiritual rebirth and also to redeem society from evil. In 
one sense the church of Christ always stands against the culture in which it is placed. Cultures are products of humanity 
and as such partake of human frailty and sinfulness. While some cultural forms will not be in conflict with Christianity, 
some will be. These need to be evaluated, and where necessary, Christian values and practices will have to replace 
these selected forms. 

 
Discussion: 

1. When you arrive in an area among people of a different culture, how might you start learning about that culture? 
2. Do you think it is easy or challenging to communicate with people who speak the same language as you but are from a 

different culture? What challenges might you face? How will you seek to overcome them? 
 
 
Bridging Cultural “Islands”  
 
Each ethnic group is like an island (see illustration).  Water hinders free communication between islands. Differences in language, 
culture, and world view hinder free communication between ethnic groups.   

 
For people from one island to communicate with those of another island they need to build a bridge, a link to the other island.  
People that understand the language, culture and worldview of two ethnic groups can act as "bridges" between those two ethnic 
groups, the crucial link that makes communication possible.   
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Let’s look at two examples of this in the Bible.  Acts 10 relates the story of how Peter, a Jew,  was used by God to share the good 
news of Christ with a Gentile soldier, part of the occupying army in Palestine, the Roman centurion Cornelius.     
 
Read Acts Chapter 10. 
 
This story occurred quite early in the life of the church, before many of the early Jewish believers realized that salvation was for 
Gentiles as well as Jews.  Peter had no plan to share the good news with Cornelius.  He was directed by the Holy Spirit to go to 
Cornelius.  When Peter entered the Gentile home, he told them that even though it is against the law for a Jew to enter a Gentile's 
home, God had shown him that he shouldn't call anyone unclean.  Peter let them know that it was only because of God's new 
revelation that he was going against the law and customs of his own culture and associating with Gentiles.  If it had been Peter's 
intention to share the gospel, he could have probably found a better way to strike up a friendship with these people! Cornelius had 
already studied much about God, and was very ready to begin a relationship with Christ.  Although Cornelius was a foreigner to 
Palestine, he had not only learned the language, he had also accepted the religion of the local people, the Jews.  He had become a 
devout believer in God. 
 
In this situation, who acted as the "bridge" between Peter's Jewish ethnic group and Cornelius' Roman ethnic group?  It certainly 
wasn't Peter, who could barely disguise his unease and hesitation with having to deal with Gentiles.  Peter used his own language 
and spoke of things understood only by people already familiar with Jewish religion. It was Cornelius who acted as the bridge.  He 
had already learned enough of Peter's language to understand Peter.  He had already studied about God on his own, so that when 
the gospel of Christ came to him through Peter he could understand what was said.  Of course, the work of the Holy Spirit was also 
crucial for the gospel to reach Cornelius.  It was the Holy Spirit who sent Peter the vision telling him to accept the gentiles.  Peter 
went to Cornelius in response to a direct message from God.  And an angel visited Cornelius preparing him to receive the message 
from Peter.   Even with a very good "bridge" between the ethnic groups, it took the intervention of the Holy Spirit for the gospel to 
really be communicated.   
 
As time went on, the church not only realized that the gospel was for Gentiles, but they also developed a strategy for sharing the 
gospel to people of other ethnic groups.   
 
Read Acts 17:16-34 again and consider the example of Paul speaking to the philosophers in Athens.  If Paul had only spoken 
Aramaic, the language typically spoken by Jews at that time, most of the Athenians wouldn't have understood him.  Paul used 
Greek.  He didn't depend on interpreters.  He did not limit his audience to the few Greeks that understood Aramaic.  He used the 
language that gave him the largest opportunity, the greatest audience.  He also demonstrated his understanding of their literature, 
quoting their poets; he didn't quote scripture at that time, knowing that they were unfamiliar with the Bible.  And he showed that he 
understood their religious practices.  Remember, Paul's starting point was one of the Athenian altars, to the "unknown god".    In 
this situation, who acted as the "bridge" between Greek ethnic group and the Jewish ethnic group?  It was certainly Paul.   
 
The ultimate example of a "bridge" is Jesus Christ.  We had no way of understanding what God was like, but God became a human, 
became something that we could all recognize and understand.  He did not expect us to "come up to him", but he completely 
entered our world out of love for us.  He became like us so that we could know him.   
 
Following Christ's example, some of us are called to become “bridges” from our own ethnic group to the other ethnic groups we are 
trying to communicate with. We are called to learn to understand their language, customs, world view and practices.  We are called 
to communicate the gospel using the language and customs of another ethnic group.   
 
Discussion: 
1. In Acts 10, the Holy Spirit needed to correct Peter’s attitude toward the Gentiles. Consider your own attitude toward other 

ethnic groups. What has your own ethnic group taught you about other ethnic groups? How has the Holy Spirit been working 
in you to show you that He values all ethnic groups? 

 
 
Communicating Effectively 

Some Practical Principles for Cross-Cultural Communication 
 

1. Be a learner – ask questions of the culture. Don’t make assumptions. 

2. Come in humility and with respect for the people and their culture. 

3. Understand that there will be cultural differences – expect them and watch for them.  

4. Recognize that some of those cultural differences will be difficult and uncomfortable for you, yet that does not make them 
“bad”, simply different.  
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5. Learn as much as you can about the values and beliefs of the people you are reaching out to. 

6. Understand your own culture and how that affects your own interactions. As you are able to do this, you will more easily 
be able to separate your own culture from the message of the Gospel. 

7. Build trust with people as soon as you can – as you start understanding their culture, you will start feeling more 
comfortable in it, and will learn more quickly how to communicate effectively within that culture 

8. Recognize that even if you share the same language, often there are different meanings or nuances associated with the 
very same words.  

 
 
The Christian and Other Religions 
 
As we encounter other cultures and other religions, it is important to think about our view of other religions in general. Should we 
ignore other religions, condemn them, or study them and use them as bridges to span the gap between the non-Christian and 
Christ? Christians have given many answers to this question, and they span a broad range. For example, some people say that 
studying other religions can deepen our faith in our own religion, as it forces us to examine our own beliefs more closely. Others 
believe it can be dangerous and spiritually harmful.  
 
What we need to keep in mind is that our primary goal is to relate to people of other faiths rather than making the study of 
their religion the goal in itself. This will involve understanding the culture and worldview of the people, which may be heavily 
influenced by their religion.  
 
What about the view that all religions are different paths to God? Many people from other religious backgrounds will suggest that 
this is true. You will need to know how to respond to this question! Examine the following Scriptures: 

• Ecclesiastes 3:10-11 
• Acts 17:16-23 
• Romans 1:18-20 
• I Corinthians 8:4-6 

 
New Christians, or those unsettled in their faith, should wait until they have a firm foundation in Christ before studying 
other religions or engaging in cross-cultural ministry. 
 
 
Discussion: 

1. What do you think about other religions? What other religions have you encountered? Describe some of the 
differences of these religions from Christianity.  

2. Do you think it is helpful to understand the religion of the people you are trying to reach? Why? 

3. How would you respond to the person who says “All religions lead to God”? With your small group, prepare an 
adequate response.  
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Chapter 3: Characteristics of Effective Church Planters 
 
Bible Study: 

1. Using Scriptures, list some characteristics of effective ministers of the gospel, including cross-cultural workers. Include 
Scripture references.  

 
• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

• _________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Discussion: 

1. What difference do you think our character makes in the work of church planting?  

2. Compare your lists with one another and discuss why each characteristic you have listed is important.  

 
Characterized by Prayer 
 
Prayer is essential in all aspects of the work that God has called us to.  
 
Paul compares the Christian life to a race and says, “Every athlete strives and uses self-control in all things. They do it to obtain a 
perishable crown, but we do it to obtain an imperishable one” (1 Corinthians 9:25). He describes his ministry of proclamation and 
teaching in these terms: “For this I toil, striving with all the energy which he mightily inspires within me” (Colossians 1:29). And he 
says that prayer is part of this toiling: “Epaphras, a servant of Christ and one of your own, greets you, always striving on your behalf 
in prayers” (Colossians 4:12). “Strive with me in you prayers on my behalf to God” (Romans 15:30). It’s the same word used each 
time: the word for “fight”. We are called to toil spiritually in order for God’s Kingdom to advance. 
  
Paul is even more graphic at times with other spiritual warfare language. Concerning his own life he said, “I do not run aimlessly, I 
do not box as one beating the air; but I pommel my body and subdue it, lest after preaching to others I myself should be 
disqualified” (1 Corinthians 9:26-27). He runs a race, he fights a boxing match and he strives against the forces of his own body. 
Concerning his ministry he said, “Though we live in the world we are not carrying on a worldly war, for the weapons of our warfare 
are not worldly but have divine power to destroy strongholds. We destroy arguments and every proud obstacle to the knowledge of 
God, and take every thought captive to obey Christ” (2 Corinthians 10:3-5). 
 
Probably the most familiar passage on the spiritual conflict in which we live daily is Ephesians 6:12-18 where Paul lists the pieces 
of the “whole armour of God”. The simple assumption of this familiar passage is this: life involves conflict in the spiritual realm. Paul 
simply assumes this, and then tells us that this spiritual conflict is: “not against flesh and blood, but against the principalities, 
against the powers, against the world rulers of this present darkness, against the spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly 
places. Therefore take the whole armour of God.” (vv 12-13) 
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This connection between prayer and missions can be seen in John 15:16. Jesus said: “You did not choose me, but I chose you and 
appointed you that you should go and bear fruit and that your fruit should abide; so that whatever you ask the Father in my name, 
he may give it to you”. 
 
The reason the Father gives the disciples the instrument of prayer is because Jesus has given them a mission. Prayer is designed 
to extend the kingdom. 
 
Discussion:  

1. What role will prayer play in your strategy to see the Kingdom advance among those you are seeking to reach? 

2. What are some practical ways you can cultivate prayerfulness in your life? 

 
Characterized by Power and Humility 
 
When Jesus ascended to heaven he told the disciples, “All authority in heaven and earth has been given to me… I will be with you 
to the end of the age” (Matthew 28:18, 20). It is with that authority he calls his followers. 
 
Then to make it plain that it would be his authority and his presence that would give success to the mission, he told his disciples to 
wait in Jerusalem until they were clothed with his power from on high (Luke 24:49). He said that the coming of that power through 
the Holy Spirit would enable them to be his witnesses “in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria and to the end of the earth” (Acts 
1:8). When the Spirit comes it is the Lord himself fulfilling the promise to build his church. Accordingly Luke says, “The Lord added 
to their number day by day those who were being saved” (Acts 2:47). The Lord did it. And he continued to do it by converting the 
model missionary of all time (Acts 26:16-18) and directing the missionaries in their travels (Acts 8:26, 29; 16:7, 10). 
 
Paul was deeply aware that the success of his mission was the Lord’s work and not his own. He said, “I will not venture to speak of 
anything except what Christ has wrought through me to win obedience from the Gentiles by word and deed,  by the power of signs 
and wonders, by the power of the Holy Spirit” (Romans 15:18-19). Paul’s passion, as always, was to focus all glory on the 
supremacy of Christ in the mission of the church. The Lord was building his church. 

 
How did Paul then speak of his own labours? He said, “By the grace of God I am what I am, and his grace toward me was not in 
vain. On the contrary, I worked harder than any of them, though it was not I, but the grace of God which is with me” (1 Corinthians 
15:10). Paul laboured, fought and ran but not in his own human strength but through the grace supplied by God. Furthermore, he 
was working in accordance with God’s will – God enables us to fulfil His good purposes (Philippians 2:13). Using a farming image, 
Paul put it like this: “I planted, Apollos watered, but God gave the growth. So neither he who plants nor he who waters is anything, 
but only God who gives the growth” (I Corinthians 3:6-7). Paul wanted to be sure that God would get the glory, rather than the 
people.  
 
This same passion for the glory of God in the mission of the church drove the apostles to minister in a way that would always 
magnify God and not themselves. For example, Peter taught the young churches, “Let him who serves serve in the strength which 
God supplies in order that in everything God may be glorified through Jesus Christ” (1 Peter 4:11; cf Hebrews 13:20-21). The one 
who gives strength gets the glory. So Peter made clear the absolute necessity of serving in the strength that God supplies and not 
our own. If God did not build his church, he would not get the glory, and all would be in vain, no matter how “successful” the work 
may look to the world. 
 
This is why God has ordained prayer to have such a crucial place in the mission of the church. The purpose of prayer is to make 
clear that the victory belongs to the Lord. Prayer is God’s appointed means of bringing grace to us and glory to himself. “Call on me 
in the day of trouble and I will deliver you, and you shall glorify me” (Psalm 50:15). 
 
As we recognize our dependence upon God’s power through prayer, we are able to come in a posture of humility, not arrogance. 
We come as learners, seeking to learn from those we reach out to, asking questions, and assuming nothing. This will help 
enormously in the task of cross-cultural communication, and will be honouring to God. 
 
Discussion: 

1. Can you think of other examples of people who demonstrate both these characteristics of power and humility? (Think of 
some in Scripture, and some from your own experience).  

2. How can these characteristics be cultivated? 
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Willing to Sacrifice for the Kingdom  
 
We measure the worth of a hidden treasure by what we will gladly sell to buy it. If we will sell all, then we measure the worth as 
supreme. If we will not, what we have is treasured more. “The kingdom of heaven is like a treasure hidden in a field, which a man 
found and covered up; then in his joy he goes and sells all that he has and buys that field” (Matthew 13:44). The extent of his 
sacrifice and depth of his joy display the worth he puts on the treasure of God. Loss and suffering, joyfully accepted for the 
Kingdom of God, show the supremacy of God’s worth more clearly in the world than all praise and prayer.  
A famous missionary once wrote: “He is no fool who gives what he can not keep to gain what he cannot lose”.  
 
Discussion: 

1. Can you find other examples in Scripture of sacrifices that people made for the sake of the Kingdom? 

2. What kinds of things would you find difficult or challenging to sacrifice for the sake of the Kingdom?  

3. What kinds of things would you expect to have to sacrifice if you engage in cross cultural ministry among minorities in 
western China? 

 
Willing to Suffer for Christ 
 
Jesus came into the world to give his life as a ransom for many (Mark 10:45). There was a divine necessity upon him to suffer. “The 
Son of Man must suffer many things” (Mark 8:31; also Luke 17:25). While Jesus suffered in unique ways as the Son of God, he 
also encountered human and demonic opposition to his ministry which we can also expect to experience as his followers.  Jesus 
made it explicit when he said, “Remember the word that I said to you, ‘A servant is not greater than his master’. If they persecuted 
me, they will persecute you” (John 15:20). 
 
Just as Paul tried to prepare the believers for suffering, so we must also prepare ourselves and those we work among. Like Peter, 
Paul armed them with this “thought” – that suffering is our calling. He said to the newer believers in Thessalonica, “We sent 
Timothy…to exhort you that no one be unsettled by these trials. You yourselves know that this is to be our lot” (1 Thessalonians 
3:2-3).  God has called us to a work which inevitably will encounter opposition. 
 
Similarly, as Paul returned from his missionary journey he stopped at the young churches and encouraged them with this thought. 
He strengthened the souls of the disciples, exhorting them to continue in the faith, and saying that “through many tribulations we 
must enter the kingdom” (Acts 14:22). It was important for the new believers to be “armed with this thought”: that the road to the 
Kingdom is not an easy road; there are many tribulations. “All who desire to live a godly life in Christ will be persecuted” (2 Timothy 
3:12). 
 
God is not the author of suffering, and eventually in Heaven suffering will cease. However, God does work through suffering in the 
following ways:   

1. Hebrews 12 states that God disciplines his children through suffering. His aim is deeper faith and deeper holiness. “He 
disciplines us for our good that we may share his holiness” (Hebrews 12:10). Jesus experienced the same thing. 
“Although he was a Son, he learned obedience through what he suffered” (Hebrews 5:8). This does not mean that Jesus 
grew from disobedience to obedience. The same writer says he never sinned (Hebrews 4:15). It means that the process 
through which he demonstrated deeper and deeper obedience was the process of suffering. For us there is not only the 
need to have our obedience tested and proven to be deep, but also purified of any remaining self-reliance and 
entanglement in the world. 

 
2. By enduring suffering with patience, the reward of our experience of God’s glory in heaven increases. This is part of 

Paul’s meaning in 2 Corinthians 4:17-18: 

“This slight momentary affliction is preparing for us an eternal weight of glory beyond all comparison, 
because we look not to the things that are seen but to things that are unseen, for the things that are 
seen are transient, but the things that are unseen are eternal”. 
 

Jesus pointed in the same direction when he said, “Blessed are you when men revile you and persecute you and say all 
kinds of evil against you falsely on my account. Rejoice and be glad for your reward is great in heaven” (Matthew 5:11-
12). 

3. God uses the suffering of his missionaries to awaken others out of their slumber of indifference and make them bold. 
When Paul was imprisoned in Rome he wrote of this to the church at Philippi. “Most of the brothers have been made 
confident in the Lord because of my imprisonment and are much more bold to speak the word of God without fear” 
(Philippians 1:14). If he must, God will use the suffering of some of his people to make a sleeping church wake up and 
take risks for God. 
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4. The suffering of Christ’s messengers ministers to those they are trying to reach and may open them to the gospel. This 
was one of the ways he brought the gospel to bear on the people in Thessalonica. “You know what kind of men we 
proved to be among you for your sake. And you became imitators of us and of the Lord, for you received the word in 
much affliction inspired by the Holy Spirit” (1 Thessalonians 1:5-6). They had imitated Paul by enduring much affliction 
with joy. And that is the kind of man Paul had proved to be among them. So it was his suffering that moved them and 
drew them to his authentic love and truth. 

 
5. The suffering of God’s people is meant by God to magnify the power and sufficiency of Christ. Suffering is finally to show 

the supremacy of God. When God declined to remove the suffering of Paul’s “thorn in the flesh”, he said to Paul, “My 
grace is sufficient for you; my power is made perfect in weakness”. To this, Paul responded, “I will all the more gladly 
boast of my weaknesses, that the power of Christ may rest upon me. For the sake of Christ then I am content with 
weaknesses, insults, hardships, persecutions and calamities; for when I am weak then am I strong” (2 Corinthians 12:9-
10). 

 
Paul was strong in persecutions because “the power of Christ” rested upon him and was made perfect in him. In other words, 
Christ’s power was Paul’s only power when his sufferings brought him to the end of his resources and cast him wholly on 
Jesus. This was God’s purpose in Paul’s thorn, and it is his purpose in all our suffering. God means for us to rely wholly on him. 
“That was to make us rely not on ourselves but on God who raises the dead” (2 Corinthians 1:9). The reason God wants this is 
because this kind of trust shows his supreme power and love to sustain us when we can’t do anything to sustain ourselves. 

 
Discussion: 

1. In what ways have you seen God use suffering in China to further His Kingdom? 

2. How can Christian workers prepare for suffering, and endure through it? 

 
Modeling the Kingdom of God 
 

“The Word became flesh and dwelt among us” (John 1:14) 

“[Christ Jesus], though we was in the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself, 
taking the form of a servant, being born in the likeness of men” (Philippians 2:6-7) 

The Incarnation remains the greatest miracle and the most profound mystery of Christianity; for in the Incarnation God, the Eternal, 
the Immortal, the Invisible, appeared on earth in the humble guise of a human being.  
 
Jesus did not come as a passing angel or a foreign visitor. He took upon Himself our humanity and went through the whole gamut 
of human experiences. He identifies with our basic human needs: He knew what it was to be hungry, thirsty, and tired. He was born 
a Jew and spoke Aramaic. He identified with our temptations: He was “in every respect tempted as we are, yet without sin” 
(Hebrews 4:15). He identified with our suffering: He was called “a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief” (Isaiah 53:3).  He even 
tasted our death.  
 
The Word became human. The Word was acculturized, since to be a human is to be a cultural being. In this way God put himself 
within humanity’s reach and consequently it is impossible either to understand or to communicate the Gospel without referring to 
culture. 
 
Jesus, the Greatest Missionary, humbled Himself, embracing a culture Himself for the benefit of humankind. The missionary task 
parallels the model established by Jesus, who left heaven – where He belonged – and became a ‘belonger’ with human kind in 
order to draw people into a belonging relationship with God. 
 
In the same way, we should enter cultures and care for people in sensitivity, not in arrogance. We must live amongst people, 
adapting to their culture and lifestyle. 
 
Discussion: 

1. What can we learn from the Incarnation in terms of our approach to people of other cultures?  

2. What are some practical implications for effective church planters? (For example, consider how you will interact with food, 
language, clothing, arts, and local customs) 
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Ordinary People Making the Most of Every Opportunity 
 
When we study the initial expansion of Christianity we see that people in ordinary occupations spread their faith as a natural part of 
their lives. In Acts we read that labourers, craftsmen and traveling merchants communicated the Gospel message. Slaves and 
persecuted believers shared their faith with others as they were scattered from their homes, spreading the Gospel through Asia 
Minor. 
 
As we submit ourselves to God and live in step with His Spirit, there is no doubt that He will use us – ordinary people – to expand 
His Kingdom and see His Name glorified! 
 
The transformation of being with Jesus is what qualifies us to be ministers of the Gospel, not our profession or education.  
 
“Make the most of every opportunity for doing good…” (Ephesians 5:16) 
 
“And if you are asked about your Christian hope, always be ready to explain it” (1 Peter 3:15). 
 
Discussion: 

1. Read Acts 4:13. How did the people describe Peter and John? How does that apply to our ministry? 
 

2. Think of an example of an ordinary person you know whom God has used for extraordinary purposes. Share your 
examples with one another. 
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Chapter 4: Moving from Interest to Involvement 
 

 
Personal Preparation 
 
Discussion: 
List some practical ways you can prepare yourself for cross-cultural ministry: 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
We have already addressed the characteristics of effective church planters in the previous chapter. As you consider how you might 
be involved in cross-cultural work yourself, look through that chapter again and note the areas where you feel you need to see 
further growth. Make some goals and enlist the support of your local church in moving toward these goals. For example, you may 
feel that you have not yet embraced the discipline of prayer. You may want to start engaging in this area further. In order to do that, 
consider asking a friend to hold you accountable to more regular times of prayer. Perhaps you could meet together to pray more 
regularly, and include prayers of intercession for people of different cultures.  
 
It is crucial to have a deep and growing relationship with God.  This will include regular times of prayer, Bible reading, and worship.  
The fruit of this relationship will be reflected in steps of obedience, changing attitudes and behaviour that are more and more 
Christ-like and less and less selfish. Spiritual growth is a non-negotiable characteristic of people effective in ministry. 

 
 

Church Involvement and Ministry Preparation 
 
As you prepare for future involvement in cross cultural ministry, it is crucial to be connected with other brothers and sisters in the 
family of Christ, regularly meeting together, praying for one another, worshipping together, studying the Bible together, sharing time 
together. These relationships will continue after you begin cross cultural ministry and will be a source of encouragement and 
accountability for you.  Together, you may develop a plan that will help you and your church to move from interest to involvement in 
cross cultural ministry. Here are some possible steps:   
 

• A natural first step to ministry beyond the church would be ministry within the church.  The local body is the place to 
discover and develop your gifts.  It may be possible to learn from others who have more experience.  It should also be a 
safe place to learn to use and refine your gifts.   

 
• Another natural step towards cross cultural ministry would be to start praying for other ethnic groups.  Perhaps your local 

church could begin collectively praying for an unreached people group, an ethnic group where the large majority of the 
people are not believers and don’t have access to the gospel in their own language.  There are many such groups 
between here and Jerusalem!  Prayer for other ethnic groups would also help move you from interest to involvement in 
cross cultural ministry. 

 
• Another step towards cross cultural ministry is to start supporting others that are involved in this ministry.  That means 

praying for them, helping them financially where there is need, speaking on their behalf at local meetings when they send 
news, being their representatives and advocates.   

 
• If possible, a short trip to an unreached area is a good idea.  Often it is as we go that we are able to hear God’s voice 

calling us to a particular people, and to understand how he cares for people that are from other cultures.   
 

Short term trips require good preparation. The best are to areas where you have a connection with a long term worker.  
They can tell you about the place you are traveling to and give you guidance on how to go about your task.  If you make 
some good contacts on your trip the long term worker can follow up. It may be a good idea for the long term worker to be 
away while you are in their area, just to keep them safe.  Short term trips should emphasize prayer, prayer for the people 
that you are visiting, for the work that is going on there, and listening for if God is calling you to join that work in some way.  
Short term trips are also opportunities to learn, to start to get an idea of what life is like among these people.   
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Mission is God’s work, calling people back to himself.  As we are reconciled to him, we are called to join him in his work, not in 
order to become a member of his family, but because we are his children.  It is the work of God’s family to participate in God’s 
mission.   
 
The whole church is called to be involved in bringing the gospel to places that have not heard.  Some have the role of supporting 
the work at home, praying and encouraging and giving. Others are called to go and be among the people, bringing people to Christ, 
planting churches, training them to go on making disciples.    God may lead you to go and live among people of another culture, 
people that haven’t yet heard the gospel.  Your call may be more than the general call the whole church has to missions; it may be 
a specific call to go.   

 
Preparing for effective cross-cultural involvement will also require unique preparation depending on what people group you are 
planning to minister among. But there are some elements that will be true no matter which people group you are focused on. 
 
Discussion: 

1. In your own context (your present church situation), how would each of the above points apply?  
 
2. Are there other areas where your church may become more involved in your preparation and ministry?  
 

As you seek to pursue involvement in cross-cultural ministry, it is wise to take steps to prepare for the work ahead.   
 

a) It is very important to have people praying for the work and for you.  There are many obstacles to cross cultural 
ministry.  Part of the problem is that Satan and his demons work hard to hinder people hearing about Jesus.  Another part 
of the problem is that we are so human, we have difficulty doing things purely for the love of Jesus, and we constantly 
need to return to that place of closeness with him.  Having people praying for us is crucial, and you will need to have 
people lifting you up after you move. You will need to have people that are your advocates, your representatives to the 
people that are praying for you.   

  
b) Start learning everything you can about the people you are going to.  Where do they live?  What is their economy like?  
What kind of culture do they have?  What are their religious practices and beliefs?  Who are the people of influence in 
their communities?  
 
c) You will need to consider how you will live in the place you are called to.  If you already have a skill that could be used 
to find a job in the new place that will be helpful.  You may need to get some training in order to prepare yourself for 
employment in the new area.   
 
d)  You will need to consider how you will support yourself in your new location.  The church in the New Testament at 
times gave financial support to cross cultural workers like Paul.  Many times the workers had part-time jobs.  Peter was a 
fisherman, Paul made tents.  It may be that your church will provide some of your support, while your employment 
provides the rest.  You need to be aware that this area is one where Satan wants to hinder us, to either distract us from 
serving God by wanting to chase after money, or for those of us at home, to keep for ourselves what God is prompting us 
to give to others.  We need to guard our hearts and attitudes in this area and not let Satan or our own self centered 
nature hinder the work of God.   

 
 

Encountering New Languages 
 
Most of the ethnic groups in Western China don't speak Chinese as a first language.  Many don't speak Chinese at all.  When they 
want to have a talk with a friend, or exchange news with a neighbour, they likely use their local language, and not Chinese.  If they 
want to express complicated ideas, or deep feelings, they will likely use their local language, their "heart language".  Although those 
in the major towns likely speak some Chinese, it is the language of outsiders, and usually not their preferred language.  
 
As soon as possible you will want to know what language is the heart language of the people you are going to reach, the language 
that they use in the home.  Your goal should be to plant churches in which the members use their heart language to pray, worship, 
read the Bible or hear it read on tapes.   Your goal should be to plant churches that use their own words and instruments to write 
praise songs to God.  The more the church uses the language and culture of the local people, the more the gospel will be seen as 
“belonging” to them, and not something that is simply from the outside.  As soon as possible you will want to be learning the 
language of the people you are reaching, even before you move among them if possible.   
 
Learning the language is very important.  In China there will always be people, even among the non-Han ethnic groups that speak 
Chinese.  It is possible to use interpreters in the beginning, but as soon as possible you should be using their language to teach, 
share, pray, visit.  It will be tempting for you to simply use Chinese, and not “delay” ministry with language study.  But learning the 
local language will produce more growth and more quality in the long run.   As long as you have Chinese only Bible study and 
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prayer the gospel will be perceived as something from outside the local group.  Those who don’t speak Chinese will not be able to 
participate. Using their language will open up doors to their hearts.  You will be able to understand the people much more deeply.  
You will become an insider, and many more opportunities for ministry will open up.   

   
It is important that people use their heart language to pray, to express everything in their heart to God.  They likely have local 
customs and religious traditions already, and they use their heart language for these.  If they can’t use their heart language for 
Christianity it will be difficult for Christianity to really enter their culture. 
 
Another reason to learn their language is that there will be a need to translate at least the key terms, such as God, sin, forgiveness, 
righteousness, etc, into their language.  You will want to know how these words are being interpreted, and avoid 
misunderstandings.  There is danger that Christianity will be considered a part of some other local religion.  For example, it will be 
important to find a word for “God” using the local language; although many ethnic languages have words for local deities (for 
example mountain gods), these “gods” are not like “God”.  Few ethnic languages have a word for “God” that means “the holy and 
merciful all powerful creator of the universe”. If the early believers in that language group are not careful about the word they use 
for “God”, the rest of the people in that language group might mistakenly think that “God” is merely a new “god” like other local 
deities.   It is important for someone with a true understanding of the real meaning of these key terms to learn the local language to 
make sure that these words are translated correctly.   
 
Discussion:   

1. What would the benefits be of knowing the local language? What would be the difficulties? 

2. How comfortable would you feel praying and reading the Bible in a second language? 

 
 
Experiencing Culture Shock  
 
Another expectation you should hold is that you will likely experience some form of “culture shock” as you enter into a culture 
different from your own and start ministering cross culturally. Culture shock is a phenomenon that is frequently experienced by 
people who are adjusting to living in a new cultural environment. When everything familiar is gone (such as familiar ways of 
greeting one another, familiar foods, familiar patterns of relating to people etc.), there is a measure of anxiety. This may be 
expressed through feelings of: 

• depression 
• anger 
• judgemental attitudes 
• desire to escape 
• helplessness 

 
Here are some practical things you can do to ease culture shock: 

1. Acknowledge it. It is healthy to admit that you are struggling with many of the differences of how things are done.  

2. Phone home, or write letters.  Keeping contact with those familiar helps refresh you. (See note below about security) 

3. Try to gradually get familiar with local food.  Give yourself time, and let yourself acquire a taste for it.  Don't give up, 
sometimes you learn to really enjoy things that at first seem difficult to eat.    

4. Learn the language in a “safe environment”, in a place where you feel free to try the language out, and don’t mind making 
mistakes.  This might be your own home, or a local teahouse. 

5. The more you know about the new culture the better.  Seek out people that can teach you about “do’s and don’ts” among 
the local people.  Try to learn as much as you can about the new culture before even visiting them.  Knowing their 
customs will help ease culture shock.   

6. Before moving to live among another ethnic group, take a short “learning” trip to the place. Later, when you get back 
home you will be able to reflect on the new things and customs you have observed, and when you return you will be 
much more prepared for the differences in the new culture.   

7. The best way to deal with culture shock is to learn the local language and local customs, and make friends with local 
people.  Culture shock will decrease as your familiarity with the new culture increases, and especially as you form deep 
friendships within the local community.   

8. Recognize that the responsibility to adjust to the new culture is yours – people of the culture you are reaching will not 
necessarily understand what you are experiencing and feeling.  
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After culture shock subsides, you may still experience a measure of culture stress. This is due to the fact that no matter how well 
you adjust to the culture and language, you will to some extent still be considered an outsider.  
 
Discussion: 
1. Have you ever travelled to another area in China and experienced culture shock? Describe your experience. 
 
 
Security Issues 
 
While God is ultimately in control, we need to be realistic in acknowledging that there are risks associated with church planting and 
propagating Christianity in China. Not only can people be fined or imprisoned, the consequences can also be severe for their whole 
network. In addition, some minority areas in China are more politically sensitive and require a greater degree of caution.  
 
To lessen these security risks: 

• Where possible, use Bibles printed by the Three Self Church 
• Avoid using Christian terms on the telephone 
• Avoid keeping large stores of literature 
• Don’t implicate others by careless talk  
• Maintain a legitimate identity in the community to avoid suspicion 
 

Discussion: 
1. Read Matthew 10:16. How does this apply to this discussion on security? How can you find a healthy balance between 

boldness and sensible caution?  
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Chapter 5: Planting Healthy Churches 
 
In this section we will discuss what a healthy church is, and how to plant a healthy church.  It is important to keep the Bible as our 
main source of teaching on what a healthy church is, and on how to go about planting healthy churches.  However, there are many 
practical things we can learn from other church planters who have already planted churches in other ethnic groups.   

 
Characteristics of a Biblical Church 
 
You have a unique opportunity before you. In most cases as you begin a church among the Ethnic groups of China, you will not be 
building on another person’s foundation. Many of these groups have little or no expectations of what church is. You will form most 
of what they think as you start the church and provide it early instruction. You have the opportunity to plant the seed of the church. 
You will instruct and model what a Christian is like and what a church should be like. Everything you do among them will 
communicate what the church should be, rightly or wrongly. What seed will you plant? 
 
Discussion: 
What are the essential characteristics of a healthy Biblical church?  In the space below, list the things that you can think of that are 
the Biblical signs of a healthy church. 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Many of the characteristics of the church are contained in the passage In Acts 2 where we have a description of the first body of 
believers:   
 

“They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer. Everyone 
was filled with awe, and many wonders and miraculous signs were done by the apostles. All the believers were together and 
had everything in common. Selling their possessions and goods, they gave to anyone as he had need. Every day they 
continued to meet together in the temple courts. They broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad and sincere 
hearts, praising God and enjoying the favour of all the people. And the Lord added to their number daily those who were being 
saved.” (Acts 2.42-47) 

 
1. What are the four things that the church devoted themselves to? (see verse 42) 
 

a. _______________________________________________ 
b. _______________________________________________ 
c. _______________________________________________ 
d. _______________________________________________ 

 
2. What was the believer’s attitude towards their possessions?  
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. How did they respond to those in financial need?  
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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4. Describe the relationships between the believers. 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. What was the result of this activity, and these characteristics? 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6. Read Romans 12:4-8. What does this passage tell us the church is like?   
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
From the above passages we can see the following characteristics of the church: 
 
1. They devoted themselves to apostles’ teaching. 
It is likely that many ethnic groups of China have no prior knowledge of the Bible, and possibly have some knowledge of other 
religious texts and traditions.  The people you speak to may think that Jesus is a great teacher, or perhaps a god like the other 
gods they worship.  

Discussion:  
How will you begin to introduce people to the basic truths of the Bible: e.g. that there is one God who deserves our exclusive 
worship, that he created the universe, that Satan and his angels rebelled against him, that the first humans Adam and Eve 
also rebelled, that God himself became a man to restore people to his family etc.? 

2. They devoted themselves to the fellowship.   
The relationships between those early believers were transformed.  They were willing to love one another as they had never 
before.  You can see this in the above passage partly by the amount of time they spent with one another, daily in the temple and in 
each other’s homes.  You can also see this by their willingness to share their possessions with those in need.  Consider the 
following verses: 

• Jesus commanded his disciples to “love one another” (John 13:34).    

• Christians are also instructed to “Honour one another.” (Romans 12:10),  

• to “Bear with one another.”  (Ephesians 4:32; Colossians 3:13),  

• to “Accept one another.” (Romans 15:7),  

• “Instruct one another” (Romans 15:14),  

• “Admonish one another” (Colossians 3:16),   

• “Be devoted to one another” (Romans 12:5),  

How will you model and facilitate relationships among the believers that are close enough to do these things?   In 1 Thessalonians 
we read about Paul’s relationships the Thessalonians, a church he planted.  He says “We loved you so much that we were 
delighted to share with you not only the gospel of God but our lives as well, because you had become so dear to us.” (1 
Thessalonians 2:8).  Paul was demonstrating the kind of new relationships that believers have with one another in a healthy 
church.  A church that only meets, for example, once a week, and then only in a large group, of one hundred and fifty, would have a 
hard time getting to know each other well enough to really do the “one anothers”.  

Discussion:  
What kind of group size and meeting times best facilitate the close relationships that are the mark of a biblical and 
healthy church?   
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One of the key factors in planting churches among small ethnic groups is the relationships between members of different ethnic 
groups.  In Christ we are all members of one body, members of one family, whether Tibetan, Miao, Korean, Swiss, Han Chinese, 
whatever our ethnic background or nationality.  

Discussion:   
How will you plant a church that respects all the different ethnic groups while knitting them together into one family? 

 
3. The breaking of bread.   
Usually this referred to having meals together, but in this case it is likely that it is referring to the Lord’s Supper, remembering and 
honouring Jesus death and resurrection.  It is important to note the Lord’s Supper may take different forms according to the cultural 
context.  In some contexts in may be very appropriate to eat a meal together, and then take some time as part of the meal to share 
the Lords supper.  In other contexts it might not be appropriate to have a common meal together.  On the night that Jesus instituted 
the Lord’s Supper they were eating the Passover meal, a ceremonial Jewish meal remembering God’s work in preserving the 
Israelite firstborn from the angel of death, and delivering the Israelites from bondage in Egypt.  Jesus himself was the fulfilment of 
the Passover lamb that he and his disciples were eating together.  It may have been more appropriate to take some of the lamb 
and pass it around to have the disciples eat the lamb in remembrance of Jesus death.  But he chose the bread, something 
common, eaten everyday, and easily done in cultures that don’t have the Jewish tradition of Passover.  The main point is that 
Jesus work on the cross is the central point of teaching and the central focus of worship.   

Discussion: 
How will you guide new believers in celebrating the Lord’s Supper, remembering Jesus sacrificing his life for our sins, in a 
way that is appropriate for the ethnic group you are reaching?  

 
4. Prayer 
Jesus taught his disciples to pray. Prayer was one of the things that the early believers devoted themselves to. Many of the ethnic 
groups of China pray as a means to appease or placate a god.  

Discussion: 
How will you teach people to pray in a way that demonstrates both God’s power and his love? 

 
5. Powerful works of the Holy Spirit, signs and wonders.   
The Holy Spirit played the leading role in beginning the church, and he is still at work.   
 

Discussion: 
How will you plant a church that gives room for the Holy Spirit to do his work? 
 

6. Giving to those in need.  
One of the consistent marks of the early church was a changed attitude towards possessions, and a desire to share with those in 
need.  The early believers in Jerusalem regularly distributed food to the widows, those unable to provide for themselves.  Paul 
collected money from his mostly Gentile churches for famine stricken Judean (mostly Jewish) believers.  People were willing to help 
those that were not even part of their own ethnic group.  Most of the minorities in Western China live in the poorest districts of 
China.   

Discussion: 
How will you plant a church that responds with compassion to the poor? 

 
7. They met regularly. (In this passage, they met daily). 
The early church met daily in the temple, and then in homes for meals.  They had lots of contact with one another.  

Discussion: 
How can you plant churches in a way that facilitates lots of interaction among believers? 

 
8. One body, many gifts    
One aspect of a healthy church not mentioned here is mentioned in passages like 1 Corinthians 12-14 and Romans 12:4-8.  God 
has given the church a variety of gifts; it is intended that each person use the gift God has given to serve and build up the body. 

Discussion:  
How will you plant a church that allows people to discover, develop and use their gifts to build up the church? 
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9.  Singing and making melody in your heart to the Lord  
In Colossians 3: 16 Paul instructs the believers to “Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly as you sing psalms, hymns and spiritual 
songs in your hearts to God.”   

Another aspect of church life was their practice of singing or saying Psalms hymns and spiritual songs.    Singing the Psalms would 
have had the effect of instructing people who may not have been able to read.  In the Bible people used songs to sing about God, 
to give him glory and honour, and to instruct and remind themselves of his acts and his character.  They also used songs to sing to 
him.  Singing scripture songs and praise songs was another way besides prayer of communicating with God.  It is one of the ways 
that we are to be relating to God, and being filled with the word of God.  

Discussion:  
What are some of the challenges to teaching songs to people from outside your ethnic group?  Who are the best ones to 
write songs in the language and melody of the ethnic group? 

 
10.  Evangelism and church planting.  
In the passage in Acts above the church grew in great numbers.  The disciples were filled with the Holy Spirit and under his 
direction and urging boldly proclaimed the gospel.  Under the Spirit’s guidance they went out and planted churches, gradually 
moving out from their base in Jerusalem to all the ethnic groups in the area surrounding them and beyond.  They were intent on 
taking it to all the people who hadn’t yet heard.   Their task, which we are still carrying on, is still incomplete.   

The gospel is for the whole world, and for each ethnic group and language group in China.   It is urgent for all people to have the 
chance to hear about Christ.   If all the church planting is only done by the original church planters there will be many people who 
never get reached by the gospel in our lifetime.  Therefore it is important to plant a church in such a way that it will expect to reach 
out and plant other churches.   For the gospel to spread new believers need to be taught to share their faith, and to grow and 
become church planters themselves. 

Discussion:   
How will you plant churches that have a vision for reaching others for Christ?  How will you train people to share their 
faith and become church planters? 

 
 
Principles for Planting Churches 
 
Learning from the model church planter, the Apostle Paul 
 
In Acts 15 Paul set off on his second missionary journey.  He was by now an experienced church planter, with a strategy for 
reaching the unreached.  What are the things we as church planters can learn from how Paul planted churches? 
 
1. Read Acts 15:40 – 16:3   
When Paul started out on this missionary journey, did he go alone?  Who went with him, and what do you know of their roles in his 
work?  
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. The church in Thessalonica was one of the churches Paul planted on this missionary trip. Read Acts 17:1-9. Describe the 

strategy Paul used in reaching the Thessalonians. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Read 1 Thessalonians 1:4-10.  What else do we learn about how Paul lived among the Thessalonians?  
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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4. Read 1 Thessalonians 2:8. What was Paul’s relationship like with the Thessalonians? 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. What was the Thessalonians’ response to Paul’s work?   
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6. What has happened as a result of the change among the Thessalonians?  How are they viewed by those who have heard 

about their changed lives? 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
In 1 Thessalonians 1 we read about how the Thessalonians became imitators of Paul’s church planting team and of the Lord.  They 
turned from worshipping other gods, and became worshippers of Jesus, willing to suffer for his name.  The change in their lives 
was surprising, and noteworthy.  People talked about them, and were encouraged and inspired by their new joy, and willingness to 
stand up for their faith in spite of persecution.   They became models for people through the surrounding region.  How can we also 
imitate Paul, planting churches that become models for other churches?  How can we train leaders to go on to plant other churches? 
 
1. Church planting teams 
Jesus sent his disciples out in twos.  Paul usually traveled with a team of fellow church planters.  The advantages of a church 
planting “team” are many.  Few people have all the gifts needed to plant a church by themselves.  An evangelist and teacher could 
make a complimentary partnership in church planting.   

 

Paul’s “team” also included the church that sent him out and supported him.  He regularly returned to Antioch and reported back to 
them all that God had done.  They backed him up in prayer, and encouragement, and sent out more teams.   
 
2. Planting Churches that plant more churches 
The Thessalonians became a model and a witness to their entire region.  Part of being a healthy, Biblical church is to be reaching 
out to those who don’t yet know Christ.   We need to plant churches that reproduce, so that as many people as possible will have 
the opportunity to be reconciled to God and become part of his family.    
 

Churches are more likely to go on to plant other churches if: 
 

 Leaders give the church a vision for evangelism and church planting from the beginning.  From the beginning the 
church is encouraged to:  

 evangelize it's whole village and neighbouring villages; 
 reach out to other unreached villages by planting a new church in the nearest unreached village; and  
 plant churches cross culturally among people groups who live in the same region. 

 
 Groups are kept small, up to about 15 members.  Groups this size allow close relationships to grow between members, 

another sign of a Biblical church.  It is also easier to encourage accountability to obedience to the Bible if the groups are 
kept small.  Sometimes these small groups will be THE church in a local context; sometimes they will band together to 
form a larger church, but still the church life will mainly be focused in the small groups. 

 
 Obedience to the Bible is modelled and expected.  It is important that new believers learn to do what the Bible says, 

and not learn to “read without doing”. (See James 1:23-25). This causes believers to grow and change, and allows the 
gospel to really take hold.  People have many ideas about how to use religious texts – for example some Buddhist texts 
are believed to bring good karma to the people who hear them read aloud; the texts are often read and listened to without 
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any attempt to understand or obey.  New believers need to know that the Bible is unique; it contains God’s instructions for 
living, and these need to be followed.   

 
 Everyone participates in discussing God's Word and in church life. Every believer has his or her own unique 

spiritual gifts and has a role to play.  There may be some that have the gift of mercy and are especially called to reaching 
the needs of the poor.  There may be others who are especially called to become teachers.   However, it is essential that 
everyone learns to participate in Bible study and discussion. Everyone participates in discussing God's Word, uncovering 
its meaning and applying it for obedience. Encouraging people to actively read, listen, think and discuss can help bring 
believers to maturity. People need to be confident that they too can read the Bible and understand God’s words to them, 
they don’t need to always rely on the leader to explain it to them.  This will take time, and will require a leader's guidance 
in the beginning.  But the goal is to raise up mature believers who read, understand, and follow the word of God, and 
actively contribute to the group Bible discussions.  Even if a formal teaching is given, this should be brief and there 
should be a lot of time given for discussion of what the Bible is saying and how we are to apply it.   

 

3. The Principle of Modeling 
Jesus’ method of training was to give many people some teaching, and to give a few people a lot of teaching.  He spent special 
time with just his disciples, and trained them specifically to do what he did.   

Paul also used this training model.  He selected men like Timothy and Titus to spend extended time with him.  They worked with 
him and later took up important tasks without Paul present.   

Discussion:  
What are the benefits of this approach?  

 

Model, Assist, Watch & Leave 
 

The type of leadership we are describing has been described in a simple training cycle: model, assist, watch and leave.  
 

Model - demonstrate how to do it in a way they can imitate 
 
Paul often told his readers to imitate his example. It is important that you model by your words and actions a lifestyle and 
a method for doing things that the people can imitate and reproduce in their own lives. Everything you do and don't do is 
modeling to the locals.   
 
In the beginning the church planter will have a very active and direct role in the church.  Because he or she will be the 
only one with experience of the Christian life, they will need to be both modeling and teaching people how to follow Christ 
and how to form together as a church.  Although you want the new believers to eventually be finding answers to their 
questions from their own Bible study and group discussions, in the beginning you will probably have to do a fair amount 
of direct teaching and showing them how things are done.  How you treat people and how you do things like baptisms 
and evangelism will likely be copied.  One of the most important things to model for them in this early stage is Bible study.  
They will have questions about things like what a Christian wedding or funeral should be like, or how to respond to the 
needs of the poor.  Ideally they should study the Bible for themselves for answers, rather than depend on you.  As soon 
as possible you need to model to them how to allow the Holy Spirit to teach you through reading the Bible, discussing it, 
praying about it together, and obeying it.   

Discussion:  
1. What are the benefits of living near people and showing them in how a Christian lives in family and in 

society?   
 

Assist - help them do it themselves without leading yourself 
 

After you have modeled how to do things, then assist and coach them as they try it.  If there is a conflict with a neighbour 
that needs to be resolved help them to study what the Bible says and then allow them to step out in obedience.   If there 
is a poor family asking for aid assist the church to, through study and prayer, come to a decision about what action to 
take, rather than making the decision yourself.   If there is a baptism to do, give the leader some guidance beforehand 
and let them do it instead of you.  They may need your assistance as they step out and try things, but it is best if your 
comments and guidance come in private, before hand.  Remember, assisting does NOT mean stepping back in to do it 
for them if it is not good enough. As hard as it might be, get out of the way and let them do it!  When help or feedback is 
given, remember to help the new leaders to find answers from the Bible.  Later when you are not there they will know 
how to find answers to their questions without your help.   
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Discussion:  
1. Can you think of reasons that it would be important to let a leader in training do something (e.g. lead a 

Bible study, distribute clothes to the poor) rather than you doing it yourself?  
 
2. What if you could do it better than the leader in training?   
 

Watch - observe them from a distance and offer useful advice later 
 
There will come a time when the leaders are ready to function without the church planter taking an active role.  They will 
be able to lead meetings without you being present.  They will be able to come to decisions on what the Bible says and 
apply it without your direct assistance. You will want to be there to observe how they do. Later, at an agreed upon time, 
share with the leader(s) in private your evaluation of their ministry. Make sure you use this time to encourage them as 
well as critiquing them. 
 
If they are able to lead, you may not have to announce it but just miss a meeting or two. Very soon, the new leaders will 
see that they can lead without your direct support. 
 
Know when it’s time to leave 

 
Leaders will grow to where they can handle more and more on their own.  Sometimes a crucial part of a leader’s 
development is being given the responsibility to lead without a higher leader being present.  Be aware of when leaders 
you are training are ready to lead without depending on you.    
 
Leaving may feel traumatic for everyone, including yourselves; however it is usually the best thing that can happen if you 
have trained leaders along the way. When you finally leave, the church takes on its completely independent life (totally 
Spirit-dependent and not church planter dependent life).  Leaving the church does not mean that the church planter 
totally abandons it.  There should be ongoing support and training for the leaders, and perhaps occasional visits to 
encourage the believers and maintain relationships.  However, the day to day responsibility and leadership will be in the 
hands of the local believers.  

 
Discussion: 
1. Why might it be difficult to leave a place where you have planted a church?   
 
2. Why might it actually help the church for you to leave?  
 
3. Does leaving the area mean breaking all ties?   
 
4. What kind of ongoing involvement could a church planter have with a church that already has mature local 

leaders? 
 
Keys to planting Healthy Churches 

 
1. Help Them Come To Christ as Groups 
As you witness to many people it is a good idea to bring those who are interested together in small groups. Although many people 
have come to Christ as individuals (for example the Apostle Paul), there are often times when the best strategy is to try to lead 
people to Christ as a group.  The best possibility is to meet with groups already connected through family and relationship.   It is 
easier to group people together to win them rather than winning individuals and then forming them into groups.  At times people 
that have been led to Christ as individuals don’t understand that the church is a body, and they need to be connected with the 
whole.   
 
As you progress in your evangelism, you will soon have a number of people who are ready to receive Christ and take steps forward 
in following Him. If you evangelized in groups, then that group or groups can become the new church. 
 
If you do evangelize one on one, you will need to stress to these individuals the Biblical necessity to gather into a local church.  

 Discussion: 

1. Have you ever led a group into a decision for Christ?  What would be the advantages of leading a group of people to 
Christ instead of leading them one by one, apart from the others?   

2. What are the possible dangers in this approach?  How could they be avoided? 
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2. Build the New Disciples into a Church 
In your evangelism, discipleship and Bible studies, share with them what a church is.  As soon as you have a sufficient number of 
converts to stand together as a group you are ready to form them into a church.  When the time comes for them to become a 
church, you will probably want to make the first few church meetings focus on the basic characteristics of a church. Specifically, 
you will want to lead them to passages such as Acts 2.42-47, Romans 12:4-9, and I Corinthians 12-14. 
 
When the group actually “officially” forms into a church, you may want to have an informal ceremony in which they recognize 
themselves and declare themselves to be a church. 

Discussion:  
1. What are the benefits of having the new believers recognize and declare their group as a church?  
 
2. What would be the benefits of helping them make this decision at an early time?   
 

3. Baptize the New Converts 
 
Study the book of Acts and you'll find that the early believers were baptized immediately after their decision to follow Christ (See 
Acts 2:41, 10:48, 16:15, 16:33, 18:8). That's because baptism is a sign that you are sure of wanting to follow Christ, not a sign that 
you are mature in following Christ. Maturity is shown in other ways, specifically the fruit of the Spirit. History shows that when new 
believers immediately make the step of obedience to be baptized, they are more likely to be bold in their faith and to obey in other 
areas. They are also more likely to quickly become a church. 
 
One of the first converts will need to be baptized by you. If there is one person who seems to be rising as a leader, you may want to 
baptize him/her first and then help him/her baptize the rest. Remember to make everything reproducible. So as you baptize, teach 
leaders how to baptize. 
 
You will have to make a decision about where to baptize them. It doesn't have to be public, but does need to be in front of other 
witnesses. Giving a public witness of your faith is the symbolism of baptism, and we do not want to rob the new disciples of the 
opportunity to take a stand for Christ. 

 
4. Lead Them to Body Life 
 
Encourage new believers to minister to one another with whatever gifts and capacities they can. This doesn't have to be 
complicated, but you should reinforce that everyone has a role to play. Some study from Romans 12:4-8 and 1 Corinthians 12-14 
might be in order at this time, or at least some concepts from those passages. The stress is not to be on which spiritual gifts they 
should have, but simply that they are gifted by the Holy Spirit and should edify one another. If this is taught from the start, then 
every person will expect to carry the load, and participate in building up the church. In addition, you’ll have a growing pool of new 
leaders. 
 
Worship forms should reflect the local culture while remaining true to the Bible.  The more that the church uses local language and 
customs in the way it worships, the more likely it will be accepted by others in that ethnic group.  Study the local customs, including 
music, dance, art, festivals and other expressions of community.  Have the new believers discuss what forms would be appropriate 
for expressing praise and thanks, prayer, and fellowship.  The worship forms should be carefully considered so that Jesus remains 
the exclusive focus of worship. Help them to sing in ways that are unique to them. Teach them to continue to study the Word in 
participative ways, not only in sermon format. Teach them how to pray for each other. Lead them in a discussion of the meaning of 
the Lord's Supper and have them discuss how to express that meaning in a way that is appropriate for their ethnic group. 
  
Finally, remember that no matter what gifts emerge in the new church, they are all nothing without love (1 Corinthians 13). It is vital 
that the new members be taught to love one another on a deeper level than they ever knew. Remember that love will be the sign to 
the world that what the people have is genuine (John 13.35). You will need to teach them about reconciliation and about 
unconditional acceptance and forgiveness. Only these types of attitudes and the actions that result will win over the majority of the 
people. 

Discussion: 
1. Why would a church planting team have an advantage over an individual planting a church?   

 
2. How is “body life” best learned?  

 
3. Why is it important to communicate a vision for what a church is like early in church life, rather than waiting?   
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4. It would be much faster to simply teach the new church to use the same music, language, and forms of worship that 
you use in your ethnic group.  What are the advantages of having the group of new believers express their new faith 
using their own language and  cultural forms?   
 

5. What are the dangers of adopting without question local religious forms?   
 
5. Grace, not works 
 
Many of the ethnic groups that you will be working in have the belief that religion is a way of working to please a god, or to earn 
merit to achieve a better life in the “next life”.  New believers may tend to think that Christianity is like the other religions.  They may 
think that prayer or obedience to the Bible’s teachings is the way to get God to be kind to them and help them.  They may think that 
they need to do religious acts in order to earn God’s favour.    
 
Christ deserves our time, energy, finances, thoughts; our whole life lived out in grateful worship.  Yet as Galatians teaches, God 
accepts us, considers us to be pure and righteous, not because we have lived without sin, or served the church well, but because 
we have believed God.  It is faith in Christ’s sacrifice that makes us right with God.  God’s salvation is freely offered to people while 
they are still sinners, and when we believe we are fully accepted into his family.  We don’t have to work to try to earn his 
acceptance.   
 
Obedience and service are appropriate responses to his love.  But they are not needed to earn his love.   
 
New believers will need to be taught and experience God’s grace.  They will need to know that there is no possible way to earn our 
way back into God’s favour from our lost state; and they will need to know that God cannot possibly love us more, even while we 
are sinners.   

Discussion:   
1. How should you teach new believers that it is important to pray and read their Bibles, but that these acts aren’t done in 

order to earn God’s favour?   
 

2. How can we teach people to obey the Bible, and at the same time let them know that God loved them even before they 
even started obeying the Bible? 

 
6. Identifying and Developing Leaders:  
 
Close to the end of Paul’s life he wrote to one of the leaders he had trained, Timothy.  Knowing that time was short, he gave him 
instructions from a lifetime of experience planting churches.   
 
1. Read 2 Timothy 2:2. What kind of people does he instruct Timothy to entrust the message with? 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What is the task these leaders will have? 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Read 1 Timothy 3:1-7. How many of the qualities Paul lists have to do with skills in leading meetings?   

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. How many have to do with character and controlled behaviour?  
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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5. Why do you think that Paul emphasizes character so much?  
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

It appears that in the churches Paul started he appointed several people to carry the leadership, and not necessarily one main 
leader.  However, we don’t have any record of how they made decisions, and no direct teaching on how the church was to be 
governed.  Paul’s emphasis in his teaching about leaders was on their character.   
 
Even before the church is started, while you are still doing evangelism, you will want to start identifying emerging leaders. Many 
times the people who we think should be leaders are not the ones God chooses, for He looks at the heart. 
 
The Holy Spirit will help you identify people who are emerging as leaders. Pray and ask for guidance in this area, since this is so 
crucial. One of your roles as church planters is to help appoint the first elders and leaders (Acts 14.23). This step can make or 
break the new church. Quite often God will use leaders in the church who also have respect outside the church in the community. 
 
The Biblical requirements for leaders are found in 1Timothy 3:1-13 and Titus 1:5-9. Look for faithful people who can in turn teach 
others (2 Timothy 2:2). Faithfulness in little things is a sure sign that the person is likely to be faithful in larger things. You might 
“test” potential leaders by giving them small responsibilities and seeing how faithful they are in them. It is best to develop several 
leaders for each local church. By developing several leaders there can be shared, lay leadership and less risk of the church being 
scattered if local authorities remove one leader. If you have developed several leaders, new groups can be started with some of the 
new leaders being sent off on establish new churches in neighbouring villages without detracting from the original church.  
 

Discussion:  
1. Discuss the importance of developing leaders.  How much of Jesus time and energy was devoted to training his 

twelve disciples?   

2. Consider the example of Paul, and how he devoted himself to men like Timothy and Titus who in turn appointed 
leaders in a new church plant situation. How will you keep leadership training a priority?  

 
Provide ongoing training and accountability for the leaders. 
It is possible that the basics of the salvation message may spread faster than trained leadership. It is therefore essential that a 
system be set up for continued training that will include each new church and their leaders. One possibility is to have the leaders 
from different areas and churches occasionally gather for a weekend training session where they can receive more training in 
God’s Word and leadership. This could also be a time when leaders from different areas can work together to understand how to 
deal with tough cultural issues in relation to God’s word. Having leaders from different areas occasionally meet for encouragement 
and Bible study will provide them with a broader picture of the body of Christ and help to provide stability to the church as a whole. 
It will also help to provide accountability among the leaders and further help to ensure that one church or a few churches in a 
certain area don’t become misguided or misinterpret a Biblical teaching.  The training will continually be passing down the line to 
the new churches.  The church as a whole will stay loosely connected in a way that will provide nourishment, accountability and 
encouragement for everyone. 

 
Discussion: 
1. What are other possible ways of training local leaders?  What are the advantages of the above model?   

2. What are the dangers if leaders are not given any ongoing training?   

3. What are the advantages of keeping the churches in connection with each other? 

 
7.  Help the Believers Convert From Chinese to Their Local Language 
 
In Chapter 4 we talked about the advantages of learning the local language. However some people may have been using Chinese 
initially in their ministry. While Chinese may be reproducible in some contexts, it will not quickly permeate all of the minority areas. It 
is not their heart language. Chinese is simply a bridge that you are using to bring the gospel to the people, just like Paul used the 
Greek language when traveling throughout the Roman Empire. 
A part of your seed planting from the beginning will be the explanation that you came speaking Chinese, but that the people are 
going to need to transfer concepts, stories, songs, etc. into their local language. The way you do this is through bilingual people 
who understand and think in both the local language and Chinese. They are your bridges to help the gospel take root in the local 
language rather than the Chinese language. 
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Therefore, as soon as possible, you will want to encourage parts or entire church meetings be conducted in the local language 
rather than Chinese. Though you may miss out on understanding, it is better for them to make this transition early. Explain to the 
leaders that they can help you understand what happened after the meeting is over. 
 
This is very difficult, but don't let the church continue using Chinese if their first or heart language is not Chinese. The gospel must 
spread to all peoples, not just those who have studied and learned Chinese. 
 

Discussion:  
1. What is your heart language, the language that you speak at home with your parents and your children?  What 

language or dialect do you find easiest to use when praying?  

2. Why would it be important for an ethnic group to use their own language rather than Chinese for meetings and for 
prayer?  What would be the drawbacks of continuing indefinitely in Chinese? 

 
 
Characteristics of Church Planting Movements from Around the World 
 
Church Planting Movements have been defined as a rapid exponential increase of indigenous churches planting churches within a 
given ethnic group or population segment. There is a contrast between “church planting” and “church planting movements”. Church 
Planting implies that one church is planted, and then another, one by one, usually by cross-cultural Church Planters. In a Church 
Planting Movement however, churches which are planted go on to reproduce themselves, and so many new churches are 
established in a relatively short period of time.  
 
After surveying Church Planting Movements around the world, one group of church planting specialists discovered that there were 
at least 10 elements present in every one of them. While it may be possible to have a Church Planting Movement without them, this 
has not yet been observed. Any missionary intent on seeing a Church Planting Movement should consider these 10 elements. 
 
 
10 Universal Elements of Church Planting Movements 
 
1. Prayer 
Prayer has been fundamental to every Church Planting Movement we have observed. Prayer typically provides the first pillar in the 
missionary’s master plan for reaching a particular ethnic group. However, it is the vitality of prayer in the missionary’s personal life 
that leads to its imitation in the life of the new church and its leaders. By revealing from the beginning the source of his power in 
prayer, the missionary effectively gives away the greatest resource he brings to the assignment. This sharing of the power source 
is critical to the transfer of vision and momentum from the missionary to the new local Christian leadership.  
 
2. Abundant gospel sowing 
Church Planting Movements have not emerged where evangelism is rare or absent. Every Church Planting Movement is 
accompanied by abundant sowing of the gospel. The law of the harvest applies well: “If you sow abundantly you will also reap 
abundantly.” In Church Planting Movements, hundreds and even thousands of individuals are hearing the claims that Jesus Christ 
has on their lives. This sowing often relies heavily upon mass media evangelism, but it always includes personal evangelism with 
vivid testimonies to the life changing power of the gospel. The converse to the law of the harvest is also true. Wherever 
governments or societal forces have managed to intimidate and stifle Christian witness, Church Planting Movements have been 
effectively eliminated. 
 
3. Intentional church planting 
In every Church Planting Movement, someone implemented a strategy of deliberate church planting before the movement got 
under way. There are several instances in which all the contextual elements were in place, but the missionaries lacked either the 
skill or the vision to lead a Church Planting Movement. However, once this ingredient was added to the mix, the results were 
remarkable. Churches don’t just happen. There is evidence around the world of many thousands coming to Christ through a variety 
of means without the resulting development of multiple churches. In these situations, an intentional church-planting strategy might 
transform these evangelistic awakenings into full-blown Church Planting Movements. 
 
4. Scriptural authority  
Even among non-literate ethnic groups, the Bible has been the guiding source for doctrine, church policy and life itself. While 
Church Planting Movements have occurred among peoples without the Bible translated into their own language, the majority had 
the Bible either orally or in written form in their heart language. In every instance, Scripture provided the rudder for the church’s life, 
and its authority was unquestioned. 
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5. Local leadership 
Missionaries involved in Church Planting Movements often speak of the self-discipline required to mentor church planters rather 
than do the job of church planting themselves. Once a missionary has established his identity as the primary church planter or 
pastor, it’s difficult for him ever to assume a back-seat profile again. This is not to say that missionaries have no role in church 
planting. On the contrary, local church planters receive their best training by watching how the missionary models participative 
Bible studies with non-Christian seekers. Walking alongside local church planters is the first step in cultivating and establishing 
local leadership. 
 
6. Lay leadership 
Church Planting Movements are driven by lay leaders. These lay leaders are typically bi-vocational and come from the general 
profile of the ethnic group being reached. In other words, if the ethnic group is primarily non-literate, then the leadership shares this 
characteristic. If the people are primarily fishermen, so too are their lay leaders. As the movement unfolds, paid clergy often 
emerge. However, the majority—and growth edge of the movement—continue to be led by lay or bi-vocational leaders. This 
reliance upon lay leadership ensures the largest possible pool of potential church planters and leaders. Dependence upon 
seminary-trained—or in non-literate societies, even educated—pastoral leaders means that the work will always face a leadership 
deficit. 
 
7. House Churches  
The vast majority of churches continue to be small, reproducible churches of 10-30 members meeting in homes or storefronts. 
These house churches are generally not organized under a single authority or hierarchy of authorities. They may lack unifying 
structure but are typically very dynamic in terms of their potential for growth and for flexibility in times of persecution and change. 
This model is less vulnerable to suppression by a hostile government than a highly organized structure.  Leadership training and 
close relationships between leaders in a network of such churches helps to ensure that good doctrine and practice is being 
maintained.  
 
8. Churches planting churches 
In most Church Planting Movements, the first churches were planted by missionaries or by missionary-trained church planters. 
However, as the movements entered an exponential phase of reproduction, the churches themselves began planting new churches. 
In order for this to occur, church members have to believe that reproduction is natural and that no external aids are needed to start 
a new church. In Church Planting Movements, nothing deters the local believers from winning the lost and planting new churches 
themselves. 
 
9. Rapid reproduction 
Most church planters involved in these movements contend that rapid reproduction is vital to the movement itself. They report that 
when reproduction rates slow down, the Church Planting Movement falters. Rapid reproduction communicates the urgency and 
importance of coming to faith in Christ. When rapid reproduction is taking place, you can be assured that the churches are 
unencumbered by nonessential elements and the laity are fully empowered to participate in this work of God. 
 
10. Healthy churches 
Church growth experts have written extensively in recent years about the marks of a church. Most agree that healthy churches 
should carry out the following five purposes: worship, evangelistic and missionary outreach, education and discipleship, ministry 
and fellowship. In each of the Church Planting Movements studied, these five core functions were evident. Church planters have 
pointed out that when these five health indicators are strong, the church can’t help but grow. More could be said about each of 
these healthy church indicators, but the impulse within these CPM-oriented churches is extending the gospel into remote ethnic 
groups and overcoming barriers that have long resisted foreign missionary efforts. 

 
10 Common Factors of Church Planting Movements 
 
Beyond the 10 universal elements found in every Church Planting Movement, there are at least 10 frequently, though not 
universally, found characteristics. These are not listed in any particular order of priority or frequency. In most Church Planting 
Movements, however, most if not all of these factors can be observed: 
 
1. Worship in the heart language 
There are cases in which God's Word has not yet been translated into the heart language of the people and worship is conducted 
in a trade language. Even in those rare instances, though, the heart language of the people emerges in their prayers, songs, 
sermon illustrations and applications. Worship in the common heart language keeps it accessible and within reach of all members 
of the community and allows everyone to participate in a new church's formation.  Missionaries who identify and embrace the heart 
language of the people they are trying to reach are well positioned to stimulate a Church Planting Movement. Nothing reveals an 
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ethnic group’s worldview as much as an intimate knowledge of their heart language. Missionaries who choose to work through a 
trade language begin their ministry with a curtain between themselves and the hearts of the people they are seeking to reach. 
 
2. Evangelism has communal implications 
Church Planting Movements typically rely on a strong family and social connection. Missionaries in CPM’s have recognized this 
and urged new believers to follow the web of their own family relationships to draw new believers into the community of faith (see 
Acts 16:31-32). In many cases, the churches come to consist of family units and are led by the family’s head. 
 
3. Rapid incorporation of new believers into the life and ministry of the church 
In most Church Planting Movements, baptism is not delayed by lengthy discipleship requirements. On the contrary, discipleship 
typically precedes conversion and continues indefinitely. Even when baptisms are delayed, new believers are expected to become 
witnesses immediately; these new disciples immediately become disciplers of others and even church planters. One elderly man 
who came to Christ in a Church Planting Movement in India planted 42 churches in his first year as a believer. In an effort to keep 
the movement growing outward, CPM-oriented missionaries typically encourage new believers to join or help start new churches, 
rather than simply adding larger numbers to existing congregations. 
 
4. Passion and fearlessness 
Church Planting Movements are characterized by passion and a sense of urgency that attests to the importance of salvation and 
the necessity of conversion. New believers exhibit boldness in the face of opposition. A spirit of timidity or fear quenches a CPM. 
Boldness may invite persecution, but it fuels a Church Planting Movement (see Joshua 1:6). 
 
5. A price to pay to become a Christian 
Church Planting Movements often emerge in difficult settings where conversion to the gospel of Jesus Christ is not a popular or 
socially advantageous thing to do. In many cases, conversion leads to severe persecution or even death. In the face of this 
persecution, believers find strong support in the testimony of Jesus and the New Testament church (see Matt. 10:17-25).  
Persecution tends to screen out the uncommitted and ensures a highly dedicated membership. 
 
6. Perceived leadership crisis or spiritual vacuum in society 
A country or ethnic group that has experienced a loss of leadership or a spiritual void coming from war, natural disaster or 
displacement may create a ripe environment for a Church Planting Movement. Societal disintegration is becoming increasingly 
common in our rapidly changing world and bodes well for Church Planting Movements. The removal of long-held symbols of 
stability and security prompts individuals to reconsider matters of eternal significance. 
 
7. On-the-job training for church leadership 
With the rapid increase in the number of churches, effective leadership training is critical to the success of the movement. If new 
church leaders have to leave their churches for extended periods for theological training, the momentum of the movement will be 
diminished. At the same time, this vital component of church growth must not be overlooked. The most beneficial training brings 
education as close to the action as possible. Theological Education by Extension, with an emphasis on practical learning 
interspersed with ongoing ministry, has proven to be a strong complement to Church Planting Movements. The forms of this on-
the-job training vary from field to field, but typically include a series of short-term training modules that do not impede the  primary 
tasks of evangelism, church planting and pastoral leadership. Missionaries also attest to the importance of ongoing leadership 
training for the continued growth and strong development of a Church Planting Movement. 
  
8. Leadership authority is decentralized 
Denominations and church structures that impose a hierarchy of authority or require bureaucratic decision-making are ill suited to 
handle the dynamism of a Church Planting Movement. It is important that every house church leader has all the authority required 
to do whatever needs to be done in terms of evangelism, ministry and new church planting without seeking approval from a church 
hierarchy.  
 
9. Outsiders keep a low profile 
Missionaries who have been involved in Church Planting Movements point to the importance of keeping a low personal profile as 
they seek to initiate and nurture the movement. A key concern is to minimize foreignness and encourage indigeneity. Rather than 
waiting for new believers to prove themselves worthy of leadership, missionaries begin by drawing new believers into leadership 
roles through participative Bible studies and mentoring pastors from behind the scenes.  
 
10. Missionaries suffer 
A list of missionaries who have been engaged in Church Planting Movements reads like a catalog of calamity. Many have suffered 
illness, derision and shame. In some instances the suffering was due to their own self-destructive behavior; in other cases it came 
at the hands of opponents.  Students of Church Planting Movements suggest that the affliction may be related to a higher spiritual 
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price required for rolling back the darkness (Rev. 12:12). Whatever the cause, the disproportionate degree of suffering by 
missionaries engaged in Church Planting Movements is noteworthy. Missionaries intent on this course of action are well-advised to 
be on their guard, to watch, fight and pray.  
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Chapter 6:  The Results of Mission  
 
Bringing the gospel to an ethnic group is a large task, one that is likely bigger than any one individual or group.  It is likely that God 
will use many different individuals and groups to bring the gospel to a single ethnic group.  Each person or group will do a part of 
the work.   As we share in this work, it is important that we keep in mind the overall vision of what we are trying to accomplish.  
Even if the larger goal is bigger than our small part, we need to keep in mind how our work contributes to the purpose God has for 
the ethnic group.  As a conclusion to part one of this training manual, let's think about what it means to bring the gospel to an ethnic 
group.  What is the goal that we are all working to accomplish?  When can we say that an ethnic group has the gospel? 
 
 
1.  Everyone has a chance to hear about Christ. 
 
It is important that each person have the opportunity to hear about Christ.  It is also important for each person in the ethnic group to 
have access to a group of believers near enough for ongoing contact and meaningful relationship.  It is important for the gospel to 
spread to every mountain village, every nomad tent community, every group of workers, every work unit.  This is the result that we 
are working for.   
 
This work will be initiated by outsiders establishing churches in the new ethnic group. The work will then be developed and 
expanded by believers and churches that are part of the ethnic group as they themselves reproduce, beginning new churches and 
leading others to Christ.   
 
2.  People Worship Christ. 

 
Remember that in Chapter 1 we defined worship much more broadly than just worship through music or song. God is worshipped 
whenever He is glorified and put at the center of our lives. Worship is a life style of bringing God the glory He deserves.  

 
1. Worship is our certain future. 
We started our discussion saying that mission exists because worship doesn’t.  We see a picture of God’s mission accomplished in 
passages like Revelation 7, where people from every nation of the earth, every ethnic group and language group, are gathered 
around God’s throne, shouting praises, and bowing down in worship.  God’s people are united with him, and are in right relationship 
with him.   
 
2.  The beginning of worship 
Worship doesn’t start in heaven though.  It starts as soon as a person acknowledges God’s authority, and responds in gratitude for 
his mercy.  It is expressed in changed behaviour, in acts of selflessness, modeling and carrying out Christ’s act of love in laying 
down his life.   

 
3. Paul's description of what worship is. 
Read Romans 12:1-3 

1. What does Paul call an act of worship? 

2. What does it mean to "be a living sacrifice"? 

3. What is the reason for worship?   Why are we urged to worship? 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
In Romans 12 Paul says that worship is the appropriate and urgent response to God for rescuing us from our lifeless, lost, sinful 
state; for making us unstained and pure, able to be filled with his Spirit, our lives woven together without the barrier of our rebellion 
separating us anymore.   
 
Paul goes on to describe the kinds of acts that result from our attitude of worship.   He urges that we need to end our “me-first” 
thinking and behaviour, and live as if we have died, and none of the selfish urges that try to control us have any power anymore.   
Here are just a few examples.  
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Humility: thinking about yourself with sober judgement, not trying to take a larger position than is appropriate for your 
character and gifts. Romans 12:3 

Service:  Using your time and energy and ability to build other people up, not yourself. 
Sincere, devoted love for the other members of God’s family 
Blessing, praying for God’s favour and benefits to go to the people that mock you and persecute you for being a Christian.   
Being willing to associate with people of low position.   
Sharing with God’s people who are in need.   
 

There are many more examples of these acts of worship in the rest of the passage.   
 
4. A New Testament example of worship "lived out" 
 

Read Philemon. 
1. What is the relationship between Paul and Onesimus and Philemon? 

2. Can you see any examples of changed behaviour in response to God's mercy?   

3. How do you think other slaves looked at Onesimus when he returned?  

4. How do you think other businessmen looked at Philemon when he treated Onesimus as a brother? 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
One of the finest examples in the New Testament of this transformation in character is in the story of Onesimus, in the book of 
Philemon.  Onesimus was a slave owned by a businessman Philemon, that Paul knew.  When Onesimus escaped, he happened to 
meet Paul and through Paul came to believe in Jesus.   
 
Before they became Christians Paul, Philemon and Onesimus would have had little to do with one another.  Paul was a Jew trained 
as a Pharisee, a sect dedicated to legal purity.  They looked down on Gentiles like Onesimus and Philemon as outsiders, people 
outside God’s chosen race, ethnically inferior.  Paul would have probably looked down on Onesimus because he was a low status 
person, a slave.  The wealthy Greek Philemon would have had little in common with Paul, a Jewish scholar and a tent maker by 
trade.  And of course Onesimus and Philemon were at the opposite ends of the management/labour divide.  And yet in Paul’s letter 
we find out that there is a deep family bond between these men that supercedes their differences in ethnicity and economic status.  
Although they are from parts of society that would put them in conflict with one another, because of their common experience of 
God’s reconciling mercy, they are no longer “outsiders” to one another, but part of the same family.  They find a way to resolve their 
difficulties in a way that is amazingly unselfish:  Onesimus is willing to return to slavery and serve a master that legally has the right 
to put to death escaped slaves.  Philemon is willing to listen and submit to Paul’s urging to him to take back a slave that was 
rebellious.   
 
(It should be noted that at this time the church was just beginning and it wasn’t time to try to change the practice of slavery.  Later, 
however, it was by the urging of Christians convicted by the Holy Spirit as to the wrongness of this practice that slavery was finally 
abolished in places like England and America.)   
 
Transformation of Relationships 
 
In our own society and in the ethnic groups of Western China there are many ways in which people are divided, and tend to live in 
ways that are separated from God, and uncaring towards others.  Divorce and adultery divide homes and destroy families.  We can 
see areas where there are extremely rich people living alongside of those in extreme poverty, and the rich tend to look for ways to 
get richer rather than helping the poor. Workers or farmers are often looked down upon by educated people.    
 
It is our cultural ethos to think about ourselves first.  People would say it is crazy to act like Paul or Onesimus or Philemon.  But if 
we are successful in planting Biblical churches, we will see that people’s relationships change; they respond to being reconciled to 
God  by honouring their marriages, caring for their children, and responding with love to those outside their family or even their 
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ethnic group.  It will result in people being honest in business even when it means they lose money.  It will result in doctors being 
willing to treat patients that are poor, and teachers that serve their students with their whole hearts.  
 
Such “heart” transformation can only truly happen when these acts of unselfishness are freely given, when people understand that 
God’s mercy is complete, that there is nothing we can earn from him.  When we are truly reconciled to God, allowing his Spirit to 
work in us, grateful worship colours our right response.   
 
Successful church planting will transform the culture and society.  Worship will result in lives that are reconciled not only to God, but 
lived out in unselfish service to others.   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What’s Next? 
 
 

Now that you have completed this study, consider further preparing yourself for cross cultural ministry by 
studying a particular ethnic group. Ask the person who gave you this booklet for more information about the 

Ethnic Studies which form Part 2 of the Cross Cultural Training Manual. 
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Appendix: Glossary of Terms 
 
 
Belief Systems  
 

Foundational beliefs held by a community about life and the world 
 

Bi-cultural 
 

A bicultural person is one who is able to be at home in two different cultures 
 

Church Planting 
Movements 
(CPM) 

CMP is the rapid multiplicative increase of indigenous churches planting churches in a 
particular ethnic group 
 

 
Culture 
 

The sum total of the knowledge, attitudes and habitual behaviour patterns shared and 
transmitted by the members of a particular society. 
 

Culture Shock 
 

Culture shock is a phenomenon that is frequently experienced by people who are 
adjusting to living in a new cultural environment. Anxiety is experienced due to the 
loss of what is familiar, and encountering what is unfamiliar. 
 

Enculturation 
 

This refers to the unconscious learning of one’s own cultural values and beliefs. 
 

Ethnic group 
 

A group of people characterized by common language, worldview, and value system. 
 

Ethnocentrism 
 

The idea that the values and behaviour of  one’s own culture is superior to another 
(i.e. ‘our way of doing things is better than their way’); The practice of interpreting and 
evaluating behaviour and values by reference to the standards of one’s own culture 
rather than those of the culture to which they belong. 
 

Great Commission  
 

This term refers to Jesus’ teaching in Matthew 28: 18-20 

Heart Language 
 

The language with which a person feels most comfortable and can most easily 
express him/herself (especially concerning matters of emotions and faith). This is 
usually the language spoken in the home. 
 

World Christian 
 

A “world Christian” is a regular disciple of Jesus, for whom Christ’s global cause has 
become the integrating, overriding priority. 
 

Worldview 
 

‘World view’ refers to the way people see the world, or their way of looking at things 
(literally, view of the world). It includes peoples’ basic assumptions about reality 
whether or not they realize what those assumptions are.  
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